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checkpoint

W elcome to the latest issue of Mushing! It is packed with 
race coverage–notably, the Yukon Quest write-up by 
Jake Berkowitz and the Wyoming Eukanuba Stage Stop 

reports by John Stewart. We thank them for joining us to provide 
race analysis; it is an honor to have them join our team, as they have 
both been very successful in their respective race formats.

After an Iditarod-focused last issue, we are excited to share 
conversations and coverage from other corners of the sport, including 
a couple great interviews with two top dog drivers from the sprint 
world: Buddy Streeper and Dave Turner, champions of the Wyoming 
Eukanuba Stage Stop and Pedigree 8-Dog Classic, respectively. If 
you're like most folks and open to the back page of the magazine first, 
you'll find Dave's "SuperDogs". What Dave is able to do with these 12 
dogs is really incredible. Check 'em out!

We hope your dogs are happy, the mud has receded, and the 
mosquitos are elsewhere,

Jake Witkop
Editor and Fellow Musher

The newest members of the Mushing Magazine team: Sawyer and Huck. We 
look forward to tagging along on their adventures.
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Correction: In last issue’s "Checkpoint", we did not include Doug Swingley in the list of four-time Iditarod champions. Swingley won the race 
in 1995, 1999, 2000, and 2001. Swingley’s legacy definitely hasn’t been forgotten, and we regret the omission. Our interview with Dave Turner, 
who worked with Swingley, shows at least the tip of the iceberg of the insight and impact he left in our sport.
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Questions with a champion
featuring 

Buddy Streeper 

JW: I wanted to talk to you about your use of the drag mat. 
I feel like in this day in age, a big part of racing is 

controlling your team by drag mat and keeping your team speed 
in a narrow window. Can you talk about when you started using 
the drag mat? How it has influenced your racing? What you notice 
when you see a dog team flex above your range?

BS: Yeah, we used to use the Risdon sleds through the late 
1990s and they had a drag mat on them that was the size 

of your hand - not too much to those mats. When we switched full 
on to the Danlers in 2000, they have a big sturdy mat that is built 
into the sled; it was not a piece of mat tied to them so it wasn’t even 
an option to remove them. The control you can have with this mat, 
allows you to have the mat down the whole time, except for a few 
hills you have to run up and you can just flip them up. So once we 
switched to these sleds, we started to incorporate the use of the 
mat better.

It wasn’t until a few years later, I really started to understand 

Buddy Streeper and the Streeper Kennels 
have continued their dominance into 
the 2016 race season. Buddy and 

company won some of the biggest races in 
North America in their far-reaching circuit 

from the Lower 48, to western Canada, and all 
the way to Alaska.  We caught up with Buddy to 
talk pace control and their strategic approach to 
drag mat use, because it is integral to the way 
they approach racing. As Buddy has pointed 
out in the interview, pace control is important 
no matter what format of racing you do. 

2016 Streeper Kennel Highlights:
1st & 2nd - Eukanuba 

Stage Stop, Wyoming
1st & 3rd - La Pas, Manitoba  

1st & 3rd - Open North American 
Championships, Fairbanks, Alaska

I had nothing to lose...so I stood on the mat hard going out...I overcame the 
22-minute deficit and won [the AttaBoy 300] by one minute. That is when 
the lightbulb went off, because we saw what speed control could do.“

”

interview by Jake Witkop
photos by Rose Hewitt

Q&A with a champion continued next page
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I want to have a 
consistent run, 
with a negative 
split. That is 
where you get 
progressively 
faster each mile. 
That is the way 
that the best 
horse races, best 
greyhound races, 
4-minute miles, 
and marathons 
have been won–a 
negative split.
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speed control. We were running the AttaBoy 
300 in 2005. We had already won the Rondy 
and North American in 2003 and 2004, 
won the Stage Race in 2004. In 2005, I was 
running against Doug Swingley’s team, 
Melanie Shirilla was running the team, and 
Lloyd Gilbertson’s team, and I was fast, 
obviously as a reigning world champion, and 
I was losing speed at the end and they were 
flat out exhausted. We were going out too 
fast and essentially that race was over. I was 
locked in 3rd place, 22 minutes behind, with 
only one run left. The writing was on the wall 
that the other teams were going to outrun us. 
That was when Swingley said, “Why don’t you 
go out slower?” 

I was standing there with my dad and 
we were two deers in the headlights saying, 
“What are you talking about?” 

He said, “Take them out slower, and you 
will have more gas at the end.” I had nothing 
to lose the 8th day in Oregon, so I stood on the 
mat hard going out and geez that team had 
power. I overcame the 22 minute deficit and 
won that race by one minute. That is when 
the lightbulb went off, because we saw what 
speed control could do. 

We refined it at home and what we learned 
was the slower you went out, the harder you 
finished. So the equation was: how hard do 
you go out and how much time do you give 
up going slow at the beginning? Everyone 
thought, and me too, that if you stand on the 
mat, you are burning energy. You are using 
energy in the wrong spot by making the dogs 
work harder. In contrast, what you are doing 
is reserving them. The biggest thing is speed 
kills. The hardest thing to do with running 
sled dogs is the speed aspect. It doesn’t 
have to be 21-22 mph, if you ask Seaveys or 

Burmeisters, Zirkle, they aren’t interested 
in having a dog run 14-15 mph because they 
don’t need that speed. They want to do 10, 
10.5, 11 mph and I know their dogs can run 
12-15 mph, but that isn’t important to them. 
They want to have a nice even, consistent 
run and ideally get faster over the period of 
the race and finish harder than when they 
started. 

That is what we have developed - a pace 
control, and in all relative terms, is an 
extension of the GPS. Pace control is the 
speed I want and know this team can do for 
the duration of the run, whether it is a 10, 20, 
30, or 60, 70 mile run. 

I am a student of the sport and I have lots 
of notes and speeds and I have studied Egil 
in and out. I have studied Arleigh in and out, 
Swingley in and out, Kevin Cook, all my main 
competitors and I see the runs they can do in 
the big races like Anchorage, Fairbanks, The 
Pas, Stage Stop, and Yellowknife, these are 
my big races, my "Super Bowls". 

I study their runs and how they do it. When 
Egil was winning, I saw that he was going 
out at 19.5-19.9 mph (North American) and 
a lot of teams were going out at 21-21.5 mph, 
so we would be leading Egil at the 5,6,7 mile 
mark but we were fading at the end. We were 
dropping down to 16.5 to 18 mph at the end; 
whereas, Egil was still running 19.5-19.9 mph 
and still had a lot of gas in the tank. I saw 
that with Swingley too, just a little bit slower 
because it was the Stage Stop and we don’t 
have breakneck speeds with the distance. 
They were going out at 14 mph, and they were 
holding that speed the entire way. 

So what I did here today [editor’s note: we 
spoke to Buddy at the Open North American]
is I ran them at the 19 mph mark. I could 
probably do more, and I do hold the track 
record here; I have run it over 20 mph and that 
is the fastest a dog team has ever run it. But 
that is not needed, I just need to win the race, 
and I don’t need to do it by 3 or 4 minutes. I 
only need to do it just enough to finish as a 
champion. That helps me keep more dogs in 
the ball game for the next weekend. 

I was slower out, 19-19.1 mph and that was 
my max speed I held until the 12 mile mark 
where some squiggly turns knocked some 
speed out of us and I finished at 18.8 mph 
average speed. That included a stop for a 
correction. I want to have a consistent run, 
with a negative split. That is where you get 
progressively faster each mile. That is the 
way that the best horse races, best greyhound 
races, 4 minute miles, marathons have been 

Q&A with a champion cont'd from previous page
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Q&A with a champion continued on page 29

won - a negative split. That is what Dallas 
is doing when he says he is “building his 
monster”, he is progressively getting faster, 
he is “building the monster” and that is what 
we are doing here as well and speed control 
with the mat is critical. 

I slow the team down, make sure tug lines 
are tight and I have very, very few injuries 
because I’m not going out at breakneck speeds, 
and not winding the dogs, nor running them 
above their abilities just because they are all 
pumped up at the start line. Statistically, we 
are finishing with big teams with lots of dogs 
capable of doing it. 

JW: Basically, if you want to run 19 
mph today, at no point do you 

want to go faster than that but theoretically, 
no point do you want to go slower. So you 

would have pressure on the mat leaving the 
Fairbanks track because it is downhill the 
first 1.5 miles or so and the dogs are fresh, 
and if there is a dip on an uphill, are you 
trying to keep that speed? Or are you going 
to mat before the dip to keep the tug lines 
tight and lose just a bit of speed? 

BS: Certainly. The speed is nice, you 
like to watch the GPS for speed, but 

the most critical thing is to watch the team 
and see what they look like. You can’t run 
through dips with slack tug lines, you have 
to keep the tug lines tight because that is 
how the dog teams balance and run and lean 
forward. If you read Attla’s book from the 
‘60s and ‘70s when he wrote how to train sled 
dogs, he talked about keeping the balance 
that a dog has off the tugline. That is what 

we are doing through the dips and tough trail 
sections. If you look at the checkpoint times 
and know that there is a tough section of 
trail, and know where the rough points are, 
I typically get outrun by other teams in those 
areas because I have no problem slowing 
down and I understand that those tug lines 
have to be tight. Some other mushers like to 
run with sloppy tug lines, where their tugs 
are flying around. Typically, you won’t see 
that with my team. I like to run a tight gang 
line with snow running up and down my back 
because I am riding the mat. Yes I do ride the 
mat down the hills.

    Ideally, when I say that I have a max 
speed of 19 mph or 20 mph, that is pretty 
well the speed I will run the whole way. So if 

Some other mushers like to run with sloppy tug 
lines, where their tugs are flying around. Typically, 
you won’t see that with my team. I like to run a tight 
gang line with snow running up and down my back 
because I am riding the mat.
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A closer look at race strategies of the 2016 Yukon Quest
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Twenty-three mushers set out from Fairbanks on Februray 15th, 
with many different goals and ideas for how the next 9 to 13 
days would play out. However, each musher had one common 

goal in mind: the Yukon Quest finish line in Whitehorse. This year’s 
race included nine rookies and 14 Yukon Quest veterans, three of 
whom were former Yukon Quest champions.

For many, reigning champion, Brent Sass, was the odds-on favorite 
for a back-to-back victory, but to do so Sass would have to outwit, 
outrun, and outlast the onslaught of former champions and other 
heavy favorites Hugh Neff and Allen Moore. Neff won the race in 
2012, and Moore took the title in 2013 and 2014, and holds the current 
race record. The young and rising star Matt Hall, who won this year's 
Copper Basin 300, and grew up on the Yukon Quest trail in the rural 
community of Eagle, Alaska, was also a contender.

The Yukon Quest is an international event, with offices in Alaska and 
Yukon Territories, two Boards of Directors, and two very distinctive 
races, due to the alternating start and finish locations, which are 
flip-flopped between Fairbanks, AK and Whitehorse, YT every year. 
This year, with the race start in Fairbanks, the style of racing lent 
itself to potentially pushing harder at the beginning, knowing that 

the infamous and notorious Eagle Summit and the lesser known, 
but equally as difficult, Rosebud Summit, would be over within the 
first 150 miles. Whereas, when the race finishes in Fairbanks, these 
summits are at the bitter end, after over 800 miles of racing, and are 
usually the cause of glory or heartbreak. 

Sebastian Dos Santos Borges led the field of 23 Mushers into the 
first checkpoint of Two Rivers, 72 miles from the start. Borges was 
followed in by Rob Cooke and Hank Debruin, all of whom ran straight 
from the start to Two Rivers without a rest (Borges and Debruin 
later scratched). Other mushers, such as Sass, Neff, Moore, and Hall, 
elected to camp out on the trail, away from the noise and commotion 
of the checkpoint, and keep their runs shorter in length. Those 
mushers then blew through the Two Rivers checkpoint and ran all the 
way to the next checkpoint at Mile 101 (named after it's location on the 
local highway, not the mileage on the Quest trail). During this run, 
they traveled up and over the first major obstacle of the race–Rosebud 
Summit. Arriving at Mile 101, they were faced with the opportunity to 
declare their first mandatory 4-hour rest.

The Yukon Quest chose to rework the mandatory rests in the 2015 
race, most notably changing the 36-hour rest in Dawson to 24 hours 
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One long game of leap-frog
by Jake Berkowitz
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and redistributing those 12 hrs to other 
mandatory rests throughout the race. After 
an overwhelming dislike of the new allocation 
of rests by the 2015 racers, the Yukon Quest 
rules committee chose to reinstate their 
previous mandatory rest schedule, which 
consists of four mandatory rests throughout 
the race (see box above).

Sass arrived at Mile 101 in lead and was 
chased closely by Neff and Moore. All three 
previous champions chose to take their 
mandatory 4-hour rest in Mile 101 and left for 
Central via Eagle Summit all within an hour 
of each other. Neff led Sass by a mere minute, 
trailed by Moore one hour later. Rounding 
out the top 5 was Matt Hall and perennial 
contender Ed Hopkins. 

The trip over Eagle Summit seemed to be 
one of ease and with temperatures hovering 
right around zero; it was shaping up to be 

perfect dog driving weather. 
The Steese Roadhouse, which is the only 

bar, gas station, and general store in Central, 
Alaska, acts as the headquarters for the 
Yukon Quest checkpoint. Apparently the 
aroma of the bar’s cheeseburgers was too 
much for Hugh Neff and he elected to pull 
over for nearly a four hour break after a very 
quick three hour trip over Eagle Summit. The 
never-ending game of leapfrog continued, as 
Brent Sass pulled through Central without 
stopping, and began the trek towards Circle 
and the Yukon River. Allen Moore, Matt Hall, 
and Ed Hopkins followed suit and spent 
only minutes packing straw, food, fuel, and 
anything else they needed for their long and 
monotonous trip across Medicine Lake and 
the twists and turns of Birch Creek. 

Birch Creek, as nice as it sounds, has altered 
Yukon Quest history numerous times. In 2011, 
mushers faced 50-below temperatures and 
open water on Birch Creek, leaving mushers in 
dire straits and for many, their races were put 
on hold to try to save the mushers and teams 
around them. Only last year Brent Sass took 
an unplanned 9-hour nap on Birch Creek, 
almost giving away a near guaranteed victory 
to Allen Moore. However, Birch Creek seemed 
to yield itself to an easier trip this year. Neff, 
who elected to rest in the comforts of the 
Steese Roadhouse ran straight to Circle City, 
passing the camping trio of Moore, Sass, and 
Hall, and arrived in Circle with a blistering 

fast time of 8 hours and 34 minutes.  In an 
unprecedented move, or by now it should be 
known as the “Sass Move”, Brent Sass began 
to implement his long run mentality that won 
him the 2015 Yukon Quest. Sass chose to 
run from 101 through Central and continue 
6 hours down the trail (after a solid 9 hour 
run, he shut the team down for a luxurious 5 
hour nap). Moore and Hall, following a more 
traditional schedule, chose to camp only 3 
hours out of Central and break the run from 
101 to Circle into two even runs. 

The run on Birch Creek was Sass’s move 
to the front and it was clear he was in the 
hunt for the "First to Dawson" award and the 
accompanying gold nuggets presented to the 
first musher to arrive. After only 9 minutes 
in Circle, Sass continued his schedule of 9 
hour runs and made it all the way to Slaven's 
Cabin, 55 miles down the Yukon. Sass’s move 
that started back in Central had given him 
nearly a 3 hour lead by the time he arrived in 
Slaven's Cabin, the Yukon Quest’s first “dog 
drop” stop. One of the most unique aspects 
of the Quest is the remoteness of the race 
and the solitude and magnitude of distance 
between checkpoints. 

Yukon Quest continued on next page

Sebastian Dos Santos Borges travels 
along the Yukon River a half mile 
before Eagle checkpoint. 
Photo by Julien Schroder

Mile 101 or Central -  4 hour rest, plus 
start differential*
Eagle – 4 hour rest
Dawson – 36 hour rest
Braeburn – 8 hour rest

*For example, Laura Neese was 
the first team to leave the starting 
line, whereas Sebastian Dos Santos 
Borges left 1 hours and 6 minutes 
after Neese. When these teams took 
their 4-hour mandatory stop, Neese 
needed to take 5 hours and 6 minutes 
and Borges only had to take 4 hours 
to eliminate timing differences from 
their start order.

Yukon Quest mandatory rest

The Yukon Quest has 9 checkpoints 
compared to the only other 1,000 
mile race in the world, the Iditarod, 
which hosts more than double that, 
with 19 checkpoints. In an effort to 
make the Yukon Quest a race truly 
about the dogs (and reduce the time 
a tired dog may have to ride in the 
sled between far-flung checkpoints), 
the Yukon Quest has an additional 
three "dog drops": Slaven's Cabin, 
Scroggie Creek, and McCabe Creek, 
and one "hospitality stop": Stepping 
Stone. There are also numerous other 
private cabins that owners open up 
during the Quest and not only allow 
mushers to stay, but usually have water 
for the dogs and some moose stew on 
the stove. Although you cannot send 
any supplies to these places, a "dog 
drop" does provide straw for the dog 
teams and allows you the option to 
leave a dog behind. Dropped dogs get 
flown back to the road system where a 
musher's handler crew and warm truck 
await.

Dog drops and hospitality stops
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» Cody Strathe nears Central checkpoint. 
Photo by Julien Schroder

»

Trailmarkers outside Dawson City direct mushers towards the 
checkpoint. Photo by Whitney McLaren

Hugh Neff tends to his dog team in Eagle checkpoint. 
Photo by Julien Schroder

»
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» Yuka Honda arrives in Dawson City amidst a snowtorm. 
Photo by Julien Schroder
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Allen Moore's team rests in "dog 
camp" in Dawson City checkpoint 
during their mandatory 36-hr lay-
over. Photo by Whitney McLaren

Yukon Quest continued from page 7
By the time Moore, Neff, and Hall arrived 

at Slaven's Cabin it was clear that Sass’s move 
had worked and he was clearly the early rabbit 
of the race. After one more stop on the Yukon 
River at Trout Creek Cabin, teams made 
their way to the second of four mandatory 
stops in the race, Eagle’s 4-hour stop. Sass’s 
lead was still in place when teams departed 
from Eagle, but the teams behind him were 
banking significant rest, which always pays 
dividends later on. While Sass only stayed the 
mandatory 4 hours in Eagle, Moore elected 
to stay 5 hours and Hugh Neff a long 6 hours 
(Neff was also down to 11 dogs where Sass 
and Moore were still driving full strings of 14 
dogs). 

Eagle is 150 miles from the Gold Rush 
town of Dawson, and teams really start 
doing longer runs and shorter rests as they 
jockey for position into their 36-hour layover 
in Dawson. However, with the unusually 
warm winter, coupled with the lack of snow, 
the normal trail down the Yukon River was 
impassable. A slightly longer, but much more 
mountainous trail was used that followed 
the Top of the World Highway into Dawson. 
This section of trail seemed to be the largest 
“difference maker” of the 2016 Yukon Quest. 

This was also where the youngest musher 
in the race, Laura Neese, earned the respect 
of her competitors and the Yukon Quest 
Sportsmanship Award. Neese left Eagle 
well behind fellow racer Andrew Pace, but 
a vicious storm had come in and dumped 
nearly 2 feet of snow on the middle and back 
of the pack. For Pace, the storm was so bad 
that it left him fearing for his safety. It also 
had other veteran racers like Cody Strathe 
and Paige Drobny retreating for cover. Neese 
and her dogs are used to large snowfall, due 
to their time training in the Upper Peninsula 
of Michigan, which experiences the relentless 
lake-effect snow. Her team seemed to thrive 
in the storm and marched up and over the 
Top of the World Highway. Neese came 
across Pace who had left nearly 12 hours 
earlier than her, but had gotten stuck in the 
grips of the storm and had hunkered down, 
awaiting help or daylight, whichever came 
first. Neese didn't want to leave Pace behind, 
and led him through the storm and into the 
safety of Dawson.

Sass decided 
to break his run 
from Eagle to 
Dawson into two 
runs, one very 
long push to the 
cabin of Clinton 
Creek, where you 
can smell the 
wonderful baking 
of Earl and Sandy 
from miles away. 
Then he posted a 
shorter, but still 
long, run into 
Dawson City. Neff 
followed in suit 
and also made it 
in two runs, with 
a short stop at 
the Clinton Creek 
Cabin. Moore elected to forego the hospitality 
of Clinton Creek and make two long, but 
equal, pushes into Dawson from Eagle. Sass’s 
push to the front landed him in Dawson with 
a nice payday of gold nuggets and a solid two 
hour lead over Allen Moore and Hugh Neff. 
When teams started filtering into Dawson it 
was evident that there was a core lead pack of 
3 Yukon Quest Champions followed by Matt 
Hall and Ed Hopkins rounding out the top 5. 
Fifty-six hours after Sass, Gaetan Pierrard 
arrived in the red lantern position.

The 36-hour layover in Dawson is the 
only place where a musher can actually get 
some serious sleep and step away from their 
dog team and let their handling crew take 
over. Some mushers prefer to sleep in the 
campground on the banks of the Yukon River 
next to their dogs, while other mushers jump 
off their sled in Dawson and quickly scamper 
up to their hotel room, only to reappear 
minutes before their scheduled departure. 

Although 36 hours seems like a significant 

Yukon Quest continued on next page
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amount of time, the layover in Dawson will 
not correct mistakes made in the first half 
of the race, and although a team might look 
great leaving Dawson, any sins committed 
early will surely rear their ugly heads. 
Leaving Dawson, mushers must be very 
careful of what dogs they will leave with and 
who they will leave behind. Especially since 
the run from Dawson to Pelly Crossing is the 
longest section of trail with no resupplies. 
The run from Dawson to Pelly Crossing needs 
to be executed nearly perfectly if a team 
wants a shot at winning the race. With only 1 
dog drop (Scroggie Creek) and one hospitality 
stop (Stepping Stone, known for its breakfast 
burritos) for 195 miles, mushers usually 
choose between three different strategies:

Option A–GOING FOR IT: 90-mile run 
from Dawson up and over King Solomon 
Dome to Scroggie Creek. After a good rest in 
Scroggie Creek, a long 105-mile run to Pelly 
Crossing without stopping at Stepping Stone. 

Option B–THE CAMPER: Three even 65-
mile runs skipping both Scroggie Creek and 
Stepping Stone.

Option C–NOT TOO LONG, NOT TOO 
SHORT: Two even runs to make it to Scroggie 
Creek followed by a rest. Then run to Stepping 

Stone and rest again, and then blow through 
Pelly Crossing and run to the dog drop of 
McCabe Creek. (This is a great option to keep 
some speed in your dog team but will most 
likely take the musher out of contention for 
the win since it is adding on two additional 
rests compared to Option A.)

As Brent Sass left Dawson with a two hour 
lead, it was clear that Sass’s style of running 
that he executed in the first half of the race 
was no longer something he was willing to do 
for the remaining 500 miles. Only 55 miles 
out of Dawson, Sass pulled over for his first 
stop allowing Allen Moore and Hugh Neff the 
ability to pass him and take away Sass’s ability 
to be a ghost. Sass was now executing Option 
C. Sass’s reason for changing his game plan 
could have been for many reasons, including 
reports of him and his dog team fighting a bad 
stomach bug, to potentially pushing the team 
too hard in the first half of the race to build 
his lead, or Sass could have wanted to give 
back the lead that he had built in an effort to 
maintain some speed and energy for a final 
surge.

Allen Moore, the second team to depart 
Dawson, nearly two hours after Sass, decided 
for Option B and overtook Sass’s lead. Over 
34 hours after departing Dawson City, Moore 

led the race into Pelly Crossing. However, in 
true Hugh Neff fashion, after leaving only 
30 minutes behind Moore, Hugh elected 
for Option Z. Neff threw down the gauntlet 
coming off his 36-hour rest and did two very 
long runs (10 hours and nearly 13 hours) 
with a short three-and-a half hour rest in the 
middle to make it from Dawson to Stepping 
Stone in two runs. After a rest in Stepping 
Stone, the logical next move would be to run to 
McCabe Creek skipping Pelly Crossing, which 
sits only 37 miles away. This would break the 
run from Stepping Stone to Carmacks into 2 
even runs. However, that plan would be too 
conventional for Neff and after a long 5 hour 
rest in Stepping Stone he drove his team to 
Pelly Crossing and bedded them down again. 
Neff and Moore broke the run from Dawson 
to Pelly into three runs; however, Moore 
rested only 6 hours on the trail whereas Neff 
rested 8 hours and was now clearly driving 
the fastest dog team in the race.

The 2016 Yukon Quest was now in full race 
mode. Although Moore led the race into Pelly 
Crossing, Neff was the first to depart after 
just over an hour of rest, which left everyone 
wondering what his plan was. Would he 
just run the 31 miles to McCabe Creek and 
rest again after only resting 1 hour in Pelly 

Yukon Quest continued from previous page
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2016 Yukon Quest Results
Place Musher Time Dogs

1 Hugh Neff 9d 2h 31m 9

2 Brent Sass 9d 3h 52m 10

3 Allen Moore 9d 5h 5m 13

4 Matt Hall 9d 7h 27m 9

5 Ed Hopkins 9d 15h 7m 10

6 Torsten Kohnert 10d 1h 14m 11

7 Tom Frode Johansen 10d 4h 9m 10

8 Seth Barnes 10d 14h 53m 7

9 Yuka Honda 10d 16h 49m 9

10 Mike Ellis 10d 17h 39m 12

11 Dave Dalton 10d 18h 9m 10

12 Luc Tweddell 11d 5h 6m 6

13 Laura Neese 11d 8h 10m 9

14 Paige Drobny 11d 15h 36m 8

15 Cody Strathe 11d 15h 37m 9

16 Andrew Pace 11d 15h 38m 10

17 Tore Albrigtsen 11d 20h 8m 9

18 Rob Cooke 12d 1h 34m 10

19 Gaetan Pierrard 12d 20h 57m 8

Crossing? Surely he wouldn’t think of 
running the long 75 miles all the way 
to Carmacks. Well, Option Z was in 
full force and Neff ran the entire way 
to Carmacks with a very fast run time 
of 9 hours and 48 minutes compared 
to Moore’s time of 10 hours and 23 
minutes after resting over two and 
half hours longer than Neff in Pelly 
Crossing. The run from Pelly Crossing 
to Carmacks seemed to be the last 
shot that Moore had to make a move 
on Neff, and as Moore’s speed dropped 
and Neff’s rose it was clear that this 
race was Neff’s to lose.

By the time teams reached the final 
mandatory stop in Braeburn, Hugh 
Neff had built up a 2.5 hour lead and 
something disastrous was the only 
way Neff would relinquish that lead 
before the finish line in Whitehorse. 
Neff’s style of long runs and cutting 
rest usually equates to a very slow 
marching style dog team, but Neff 
was on a true magic carpet ride. Even 
after only resting 11.5 hours between 
Dawson City and Braeburn (a distance 
of 350 miles), compared to Sass’s 15.5 
hours, Moore’s 14 hours, or Hall’s 12.5 
hours, Neff was still posting some of 
the fastest run times of the race.  

Sass, who made a strong push back 
to the front, was continually staying 
out of checkpoints and running a very 

methodical run-rest schedule. He left 
Braeburn 2 hours and 37 minutes 
behind Neff, giving Neff the second 
largest lead leaving Braeburn since 
2007. Allen Moore followed next. 
Matt Hall, who had been running an 
excellent race, but lacked the speed 
to make any significant gains on the 
teams ahead of him, left in fourth.

When Sass left Braeburn it was clear 
that no one told him that Neff was 
going to win the race, and Sass and 
his dogs gave everything they had to 
catch Neff, whose long runs and short 
rests finally caught up to him on the 
final run. Sass was gaining with every 
passing mile, traveling over 1 mph 
faster than Neff, but it wasn't enough 
to overcome the deficit. Hugh Neff 
held off Sass’s final surge and crossed 
under the finish line in Whitehorse 
at 2:31pm, 1 hour and 21 minutes 
ahead of 2015 champion Brent Sass, 
capturing his second Yukon Quest 
victory.

Jake Berkowitz quickly made a 
name for himself in the sled dog world 
with two fourth place finishes and 
Rookie of the Year in the Yukon Quest. 
He is also a three-time Iditarod 
finisher, where he placed eighth in 
2013 and received the Alaska Airlines 
Leonhard Seppala Humanitarian 
Award.

»

Dog teams rest under a sky full of northern lights 
at Eagle checkpoint. Photo by Julien Schroder

Laura Neese, after leaving the final checkpoint 
of Braeburn, on her way to the finish line in 
Whitehorse. Photo by Julien Schroder
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Protect your handlebars 
on the road

x

Got a Tip or a Trick you'd like to share? 
Have an innovation that can help other mushers? We would love to hear about it! Send your photos, instructions, required materials 
and tools, etc. by mail, email, or message us on Facebook. Contact info located inside front cover of magazine.

x

When travelling to trail sites or races, I always 
cover my sled handlebars with foam pipe 
wrap held in place with Velcro straps that I 

make. No matter what type of weather we encounter, I know 
that I won't have to break snow or ice off the handle bar when 
it is time to hook up the dogs.

The foam pipe wrap is available in various lengths at 
hardware stores and I bought the velcro at Walmart. I use 
about a 30-inch strip for each sled.

The first time I tried this system I used shoe laces to secure 
the wrap. Big mistake. The wet weather that we encountered 
froze the laces so badly that I had to cut them off. That 
evening I made up the Velcro straps.

tip
s 
& 

tr
ic

ks

a tip from Patricia Hnatuik

Supplies: Foam pipe insulation + velcro 

Cut insulation to the length of handlebar and slip over 
handlebar. Secure with velcro straps.

Ready for the road! 

Thanks for sharing, Patricia!
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In 1993, Norman Vaughan commissioned Yukon Quest and Iditarod champion Joe Runyan to 
assemble 2 freight sleds. Norman was organizing an expedition to Antarctica to retrace his 
footsteps from his 1928 expedition with Admiral Richard Byrd (he was the Admiral’s lead 

musher on the original expedition). 
Before the expedition, Yukon Quest veteran Larry Grout trained the dog teams in Chile, making 

for a  much shorter flight to Antarctica. On the flight from Chile to Antarctica, the plane crashed 
during a storm, not far from the final destination. The wreck was almost entirely salvaged - except 
five dogs that escaped. Grout covered the area for days, only finding one of the missing dogs. The 
mission was scrapped after only 52 hrs and another plane arrived in response to the distress 
signal, and all was eventually returned to Alaska. 

Because of the lost dogs, new regulations were made to protect the delicate ecosystem of 
Antarctica and Larry Grout became the last person to run a dog team (using this sled) in the 
Antarctic. 

Norman passed away in 2005 and Carolyn Muegge-Vaughan gave the sled to Jeff King for safe 
keeping. Jeff was kind enough to share it with the museum for display. The other sled is in the 
courtyard of Chillingham Castle in England.

Side note: During the 1928 expedition,  Admiral Byrd named the mountain ''Mount Vaughan'' 
after Norman. Norman preceded to climb Mount Vaughan the following year. 

Bouchard's International Dog Mushing Museum and Hall of Fame houses the largest collection 
of sled dog artifacts, equipment, and gear in the world at 519 1st Ave, Fairbanks, Alaska.

A piece of mushing history
by Bouchard's International Dog Mushing Museum and Hall of Fame

Norman Vaughan's Sled

Thanks for sharing, Patricia!
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Most sled dogs face a range of challenges, from running 
through crowds to splashing through open creeks 
to head-on passes with other teams. Proceeding 

smoothly and fearlessly benefits both you and your dogs.
Many sled dogs have the natural courage to take everything 

in stride, especially when run with confident, experienced team 
mates. However, some dogs are programmed genetically to be 
fearful, and others grow up fearful because their puppy training 
never programmed them not to be. While it’s these problem 
adults we aim to help here, keep in mind that desensitizing pups 
and young dogs before a problem occurs proves much more 
reliable than trying to extinguish a problem further down the 
road.

Desensitizing problem dogs might be time-consuming, but the 
basic method is simple. You simply expose the dog to something 
similar to his fear-trigger but that is insignificant enough or far 
enough away so that he does not overreact, and then gradually 
increase the stimulus. Break each lesson down into such tiny 
steps that the dog never gets all hot and bothered. We’ll give you 
some examples of common problems that can often be solved by 
desensitizing. Once familiar with the methods, extrapolate the 

DesensitizE your dogs
build confidence a little bit at a time
by Miki and Julie Collins

Sometimes we wish our dogs didn’t 
react so strongly: when they balk at 
water, shy from strangers or snarl at 
passing teams. 

The last week of April 1986, found us four miles from home at the 
tail end of a 1900-mile wilderness trip. Flooding in the last river could 
not deter us or our trail-experienced dogs. These dogs had seen 
plenty of water before, they knew that after 2 ½ months we were 
almost home, and they were following Miki while Julie sailed the sled. 
As long as Miki fell in first, they were game! 

We expose our dogs to water almost daily during the summer. On 
hot days, most opt to wade or swim, becoming well-accustomed not 
just to the wetness but also to the unpredictable bottom of the river 
and to the dynamics of water.

be
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method to solve other problems.
General Tips

To avoid most over-sensitivity problems, 
expose your puppies to every possible 
stimulus as early and as often as possible so 
they grow up calm, confident and trusting. 
Pups should have gentle encounters with 
dogs, people, crowds, pets, livestock, 
vehicles, ice, water, steep hills, 
rough terrain, bridges, tunnels  
– everything they might later 
experience.  

If possible, before giving 
your dog any lesson, give him a 
nice run to blow off energy and 
help him relax. 

Nothing helps desensitizing 
faster than running a dog with 
non-reactive buddies that he 
respects and trusts as they 
dash right through that water 
or hurry to meet a human 
friend. Whether you’re working 
with a dog in a team or on a 
leash, bring companions that 
perform calmly and reliably to 
demonstrate for your pupil.

By exposing each dog to 
numerous different challenges 
during training you can learn 
which areas you may need to 
break down into incremental 
lessons for desensitizing your 
anxious ones. It’s best not 
to have the team forcibly drag your pupil 
across ice (water, bridges, etc.), but when 
you’re traveling, working or racing your team 
instead of training you might have to. 

Strong leaders are crucial when a problem 
dog might hesitate. However, when you allow 
a strong team to simply drag a frightened 
pupil past the crowd or through the water, 
you are not necessarily desensitizing the dog. 
He may eventually get accustomed to the 
situation, or he might think: “Water! This is 
where I got dragged! I was really scared! Oh 
no-o-o!”  He might improve---or he may slam 
on the brakes before you even reach the water. 

While generous encouragement can urge 
a frightened dog forward, remain calm 
and fairly quiet. Angry shouting or heavy-
handed discipline increases tension instead 
of decreasing it. If needed during training, 
this is a powerful sign that you’re expecting 
too much, too soon. Remember when 
desensitizing, the goal is not to immediately 
pass an obstacle, but to reduce the dog’s 
unfavorable reaction to it.

Treats can be powerful motivators. In 
addition to rewarding the dog, the physical 
act of chewing relieves stress. Maybe your 
handler can wait on the far side of the scary 
bridge with the goody bag of treats. If a dog 
is too scared to eat, you’re asking too much 
of him.   

Perhaps nothing is as important as trust. 

If your dog truly trusts you, he’ll do anything 
you ask. If you ask more of him than he’s 
ready for, or if you really blow it (the ice 
breaks, the bridge falls down, the dog in the 
other team grabs him) he may never trust you 
again---and you may not be able to count on 
him, either.

Training for Trail Obstacles
Crowds: If your race dog fears crowds, take 

him, either in a good team or on a leash, past 
just a couple people standing quietly some 
distance away. If he’s leashed, try to motivate 
him to move toward his fears with treats or an 
inseparable companion dog. Sometimes dogs 
respond favorably when you march cheerfully 
over to the cause of his fears. Others may do 
better if you ignore the problem, indicating 
your lack of concern. (If he’s so focused on 
his fears that he’s not aware of your attitude, 
bring him farther off.)

When he does well, either gradually 
increase the number in the crowd, or decrease 
the distance. Let the dog guide the intensity 

that you chose. If he reacts too strongly, 
reduce the exposure. When he doesn’t react at 
all, increase it. Re-training can take awhile; 
be patient and persistent, listen to your dog, 
and he should improve.

Water and ice: Many dogs have an 
instinctive fear of water, and the colder it 
is, the more they object to getting their feet 

wet. Training a dog for water 
during warm weather is 
less stressful than tackling 
overflow on a -40º day. We 
like to bring young dogs to 
water on hot summer days 
when they’re eager to wade 
and swim. Still, once cold 
weather arrives, they often 
revert, so we’ll try to expose 
inexperienced one to very 
shallow overflow or open 
trickles first.

With both ice and water, 
start small: a puddle, a wet 
spot of overflow half-hidden 
in snow, or a short stretch of 
ice that has a bit of snow or 
a rough surface that doesn’t 
really look like ice. As the dog 
gains confidence, gradually 
expand the width and depth 
of the water (or, with ice, 
the extent and slickness). 
Of course you can’t always 
pick and choose where you’ll 

encounter such obstacles, but do the best you 
can. 

Bridges and culverts: Races may run 

Beginner Basics continued on next page

When split-seconds count, you want every dog 
focused on running down the trail, not dodging 
aside or looking at the sights. Some of these dogs 
are running with impulsion, but others are distracted 
by the crowd. Desensitizing can help prevent loss of 
focus, whether due to fear or to curiosity.

"At ninety-five dollars an hour, I expect to be allowed up on the couch."
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Beginner Basics continued from previous page

through or near urban areas often include 
potentially-scary obstacles. Again, a bold but 
inexperienced dog in a strong, confident team 
often handles these well, but a timid dog may 
need some extra training.  

Start with the easiest possible challenge. 
Lead the dog across a sheet of plywood on the 
ground instead of an actual bridge, and then 
find (or build) a wide, solid bridge that merely 
spans a small ditch. Don’t progress to a bigger 
obstacle until he’s perfectly comfortable with 
these kindergarten lessons. You may have to 
expose the dog to heights, narrow structures, 
or bizarre footing. (In the past our trusting 
team has trekked across 2-foot-wide spruce 
pole bridges crossing open water, and an 
open-grid steel highway bridge.) If you start 
so small that the dog simply isn’t afraid and 
progress with tiny steps, a dog could balance 
on a teeter-totter without fear. 

Before tackling a culvert with a timid dog, 
go through a narrow cut or under a roomy 
bridge or quiet overpass. Lead the dog inside 
small, dark sheds or cover two parallel walls 
and the roof of a narrow pen. When he’s 
doing well with all that, lead him to a culvert 
and jolly him up to it, moving back if he’s 
alarmed. Again use food or companion dogs 
to encourage him a bit farther on each lesson. 
Listen to his concerns and use lots of calm 
encouragement. 

Strange Dogs 
If a dog over-reacts to strange dogs, practice 

at a distance with other calm, friendly dogs. 
Go to a dog park or a friend’s dog yard but stop 
so far away he’s barely aware of the others. 
Over several lessons ever-so-slowly reduce 
the distance. If he’s lunging and shouting 
obscenities, you’ve seriously overdone it! You 

want him to watch the dogs 
closely, but also quickly turn 
to your voice or a treat. By 
making sure he will always 
refocus on you, you are not 
only telling him it’s OK to 
ignore the other dogs, but 
also that you are his trusted 
Leader. 

An excitable dog that hasn’t 
been properly socialized 
may require daily doses of 
this medicine for weeks to 
overcome his reactivity. 
Distract him the moment he 
begins to get aroused. Use 
a treat that he’ll respond 
quickly to, whether it takes 
a simple dog cookie or a big 
chunk of frozen liver. Chose 
a command to use each time 
you distract him; we say “Here!” meaning 
“A goodie!”  If this doesn’t work, he’s too 
aroused: move farther away from the other 
dog, or use a fence or other barrier between 
the dogs to diminish his reactions until he 
can focus on you.

You may feel that you’re rewarding bad 
behavior (arousal) but if you treat him only 
when he refocuses on you, he’ll realize that’s 
what the reward is for. Over time you may see 
the dog start to huff, but then quickly look at 
you expectantly. That’s what you want: eye 
contact with YOU, not the dragons beyond 
the fence. This is a good time to work on some 
obedience commands, especially “Sit!” If he’s 
making eye contact and obeying your orders 
now, he’s more likely to do so when you have 
less control. 

When the dog calms enough to behave and 
obey, gradually move closer. Work downwind 
of the strange dogs so he can get used to the 

scents. Continue to distract him each time 
he overreacts, and if he starts vocalizing or 
lunging, back him off until he can focus on 
you.

The initial actual contact is the most 
important: make it go well and your dog is set 

up for success. Loose control and you’ve got a 
big retraining job ahead. If you feel he’s ready 
to make contact with another dog, please do it 
very carefully. Make sure the new dog is calm 
and non-aggressive: a dog fight will be a huge 
set-back. Chose one of the opposite sex, a 
young neutered male, or even an older puppy 
who’s confident and friendly. (Make sure your 
dog doesn’t traumatize a youngster, who will 
then have to be desensitized himself!) 

Introduce the pair in stages, continuing to 
use treats or distractions. If you’re not sure 
whether your reactive dog will fight, maintain 
good control or work through a fence. 
However, if he’s more fearful than aggressive, 
you might try turning him loose in a pen in 
which the other dog is restrained. Many dogs 
relax when they know they can move away, 
giving them some sense of control.

Another trick: go to your neighbor’s kennel 
with your student, and as you enter the area 

the first dog he encounters is his own best 
buddy from back home, who you sneaked in 
earlier! It’s thrilling to see tension evaporate 
as the anxious dog finds his pal.

Because of our isolated wilderness 
lifestyle, we have a great deal of trouble 
finding strange dogs for socialization. (One 
year we had the only dogs within 50 miles.) 
Consequently, even though our dogs are not 
normally aggressive, they often overreact to 
other teams, strange dogs, and to new dogs 

Even pups benefit from desensitizing to trail 
conditions. A little harmless overflow soaking 
through the snow helps Jade understand that getting 
her feet wet doesn’t hurt.

Dogs that run through downtown, such as during the Open 
North American, must be desensitized enough to run right by or 
through distractions without losing focus. Crowds of people, near-
by picketed dogs, loose dogs, and trucks are all potential challenges.

Think like a dog. Why does he object?
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in the yard.  

Passing
If your dog(s) won’t pass other teams nicely, 

break the lesson into the smallest possible 
pieces: run your team past a single familiar 
dog parked 300 feet away. If they pass well, 
move the victim slowly closer on each run. 
Then add a strange dog farther away, then a 
small dog team picketed still at some distance.

Is this a whole lot of trouble? You bet. Is it 
better than having your team jump and injure 
someone else’s dogs, with potential vet bills 
or even law suits? You decide. 

 Keep in mind an aggressive passer often 
became that way because some other dog 
jumped him. Now he feels compelled to 
make a “preemptive strike.” This happened 
to a kind young leader we had and for 
years to keep him from attacking we had 
to hand-walk him on the rare occasion that 
we passed another team. Let’s break that 
vicious cycle! Desensitizing can do this better 

than discipline, which can make a dog feel 
threatened from every side.

Work this routine with different dogs in 
different places. Meanwhile, introduce your 
dogs one-on-one to new dogs as described 
above. Don’t try a close pass until your dogs 
stop reacting to others tied nearby. If they 
drag your sled uncontrollably over to visit, 
you’ve done two things wrong: brought more 
dogs than you can control, and passed too 
closely, triggering uncontrollable excitement.

When you do try a close pass, run by dogs 
that your dog or team is already familiar 
and friendly with. Carry a handler in your 
sled to help with problems, and of course, if 
you have them, use those strong, confident 
leaders we are always recommending. Offer 
encouragement, but again, if you don’t want 
your dogs shrieking and screaming, don’t do 
so yourself. Keep things relaxed even if that 
means stopping and snacking. In fact, you 
could park both teams side by side and calmly 
snack everyone.  

Once you can pass safely and 
quietly, do so as often as possible to 
prevent dogs from reverting back 
to bad behavior. You can teach your 
dogs to pass other conundrums such 
as livestock and bicycles and school 
yards with these same methods.

Nail Trimming and Medical Treatments 
So your dog doesn’t want a pedicure! If 

he’s resistant to having his feet handled, take 
one paw in your hand but do not grip it. As 
he pulls away, maintain contact even if just 
with the backs of your fingers. Sooner or later 
his movements will pause. At that instant 
remove your hand. This is a powerful reward 
for holding still. Most dogs quickly figure this 
out: Hold still; hand goes away. Soon he will 
trust you just a bit more.

Once he trusts you holding his feet, try 
nipping a nail. Two things will determine 
success: First, DO NOT HIT THE QUICK! 
You are not “trimming his nails;” you are 
“teaching him to tolerate foot handling even 
as you apply an uncomfortable force to his 
sensitive toe.” Cut just the tip of the nail. 

Second, cut just one nail! If he does well 
you’ll be sorely tempted to do more, but that 
is effectively punishing the dog! Letting go of 
his foot immediately after clipping one nail is 
another powerful reward. Say “All done!” and 
treat with a pat or food. Repeat daily. In 16 
days, his nails will be trimmed, and for the 

rest of his life (or until you quick him) you can 
get the job done much more quickly. When 
this no longer triggers fear, you can do all his 
nails at once.

When our sensitive little pet husky Quigley 
developed pannus we knew she’d need daily 
eye drops for the rest of her life. Instead 
of rushing her into treatment as we might 
with a time-critical problem, we trained 
her in steps: eye exam with fingers next 
to her eye several times, then moving the 
dropper bottle in no farther than she would 

Ideally desensitization starts during puppy-
hood. Treating puppies gently when medicating 
with wormer helps gain their trust. From a tender 
age they need frequent handling, and to be touched 
often over their entire body including mouth, eyes 
and feet.

Not many dogs reach the Open North American level without a lot of training, including desensitizing 
either deliberately or simply due to the exposure these dogs get during training and running other races. A 
team must tolerate being handled or led by strangers even while passing strange dogs. Picketed dogs should 
eat and drink well even during this kind of chaos, and not even think about lunging aggressively at nearby 
passing teams.

Is anything more important than win-
ning a race? Yes: Kids! If your dogs will 
be around children they must be desensi-
tized to not just these small people but to 
the sharp, unpredictable movements and 
sounds kids can make. Even a big dog like 
90-pound Cricket can be a wonderful pal to 
a small child like our niece Karen.

Beginner Basics continued on page 29
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The full version of "27 Below", as seen on this issue's 
cover. It is part of a yearly series  by Van Zyle that honors 
sled dogs.
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e Jon Van Zyle
the artist behind 40 Years of Iditarod posters

Last issue, we spoke with Jon about his development as 
a premier artist for our sport of dog mushing. In this 
interview, we continued talking about his work and 

influences, without a mushing focus. While I am admittedly 
not an art critic, it was fascinating to hear the background of 
how Jon became one of the most famous artists in our sport, 
and outside of it. If you want to read more about Jon, he has 
recently released his autobiography. If you want to see more of 
Jon’s mushing-related work, his wife Jona is almost finished 
putting together a collection of Jon’s 40 years of Official 
Iditarod posters and 34 years of Iditarod prints. Enjoy! -Jake 

JW: Hi Jon, thanks for joining us again for part 2 of 
your interview. 

JVZ:  Thank you.

JW: Last time we spoke, you were talking about an 
upcoming biography. 

JVZ: It is out now. It came out a few weeks ago. In fact, 
the publishers called today and said it is doing 

very well. They are happy… and so are we.

JW: It seems like you have been doing many 
illustrations for children’s books. When did you 

start doing that? And is it similar to your other work?

JVZ: Yes and no. I can’t remember the year, 10-20 
years ago, Chronicle Books, a huge publisher 

of books and paper projects in San Francisco. They asked me 
to illustrate a children’s book written by a real famous author 
Jonathan London. They wanted me to illustrate this particular 
book called the “Eyes of Grey Wolf”. I didn’t have the time 
doing a lot of travel with gallery shows so I couldn’t take on that 
project. So I said, “Thank you, but no.” One month later, they 
called back again and I said, “No, thank you,” a second time.

Later, I was talking to a friend and every now and then we 
talk business. He said, “Jon, quite a few adults know your work, 
but children don’t–so when those children become adults, you 
want them to know your art.” Not a bad idea! [laughs]

Next time Chronicle called, I agreed to do it. We have done 
40-45 children’s book since then. Not all for Chronicle. Many 
were for Chronicle, many were for Little, Brown and Company 
out of Boston, Walker Books in New York City and a few for 
Seattle-Portland publishers.

JW: When you are doing illustrations for children’s 
books, are you taking a different approach? Or do 

you stay consistent with the rest of your work?

Part 2 of 2-part interview
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JVZ: It is really quite nice to 
illustrate someone else’s words 

and thoughts. I only do work for books that 
will be published because I don’t have time to 
do unpublished work. Also, my contracts are 
with the publishers, not the authors. After the 
contracts are signed, I will get a manuscript 
that is typed out on paper. They tell me how 
many pages they would like to do and I will 
go through as I read it, I will see a picture in 
my mind. So I make a quick little sketch on 
the margin so I can remember it. By now, I 
will know how many pages it will be. Most 
are 32-40 pages. Then I will do what they 
call dummies. Dummies are nothing more 
than quick sketches of what the art and text 
are on that page. Normally, 20-30 paintings 
per kids book. I do those on Masonite, like 
any other gallery paintings I would do. Or, 
recently, I would do them on paper because 
many publishers will not have to pay for the 
Masonite panels because they get heavy and 
they don’t want to pay for postage of shipping 
them. 

Each painting is done 20% bigger than 
what the book will be simply because when 
they shrink it down, it will be better. Then I 
send those dummies to the publisher. 99% of 
the time, the publishers will approve them. 
If they want a change, we will work together 
on them. Then, I will sit down and do the 
painting. And the paintings don’t actually 
take that much time. It is all the other things 
we have to do to keep life going. I can do those 
20 or so paintings in less than a month, if I 
have nothing else going on. 

I really enjoy doing them because, for me, it 
is a nice break. I am painting someone else’s 
words instead of my own thoughts. That is 
quite nice. Usually, I will do two books per 
year, and the most I have done is 4. So around 
40 paintings out of the 70 or 80 paintings I do 
per year are just for books.

JW: One of the things we wanted 
to talk about in this interview, 

is your artwork outside of mushing. Last 
interview, you talked about how every 
painting you do is from memory. You have 
spent a lot of time hunting, running dogs, just 
being in the Alaskan outdoors, do you have a 
favorite landscape/wildlife, or anything that 
you keep coming back to? 

JVZ: I don’t think so. I’m pretty well 
set on the types that I do. There 

is wildlife, scenics, sled dogs, history, and 
fishing. Obviously there are favorite subjects 
for clientele. They like dogs, northern lights, 
cabins, etc. But I don’t concentrate on that 
because when a painting comes to my head, 
I just do it. 

Whether it will sell or not, obviously is in 
my mind, but I don’t paint towards that. I do 
think as I get older, I like the quieter paintings: 
camping, fires. So maybe that is what you 
mean by coming back to those things. Let’s 
say that I do 60 paintings per year, I may do 
2-3 paintings sitting by a campfire. I do like 
that theme now, probably because I am older. 
Easier to remember [we both laugh], because 
I just woke up from a nap.

JW: Another thing I noticed with 
your paintings, if you are doing 

landscapes showing meadows, or mountains, 
you use a heavier brush stroke. I’m not sure 
if I am using the correct terminology. 

JVZ: If you are to look at an original 
of mine, there are no heavy, 

thick brush strokes. It is all smooth, but, if 
you were to look at, let’s say, a field. There 
is nothing but a bunch of color. People have 
always commented about detail in my work. 
There is a term in art called scumbling because 
I work in so many layers of transparent paint. 
I put down many layers of abstract color. So 
I put down several layers of abstract colors. 
So eventually your eye sees detail from the 
layers, but that wasn’t intentionally put down. 
Maybe I will go back and add the “detail” 
later. A lot of what people see for detail, I 
don’t want to say unintentional, but it is they 
way the paint was put down. So if you scribble 
and then keep scribbling then there is more 
“detail”. 

JW: Looking through some of your 
art, other than quiet, have you 

noticed other tendencies?

JVZ: I don’t know. I have been told 
a million times that I have 

a style. And I’m sure I do. That is typical 
of any painter who does a lot of work - they 
develop a style. Most artists, that are good or 
well known, you can see they did it without 
looking at the signature. 

So yes, I have a style and I 
worked hard to develop it. 

Jon Van Zyle interview 
continued on next page
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JW: With all the landscape and 
wildlife you have done, what is 

your favorite?

JVZ: The standard answer to that 
question, and I get asked that 

question a lot, is the painting I’m working on 
today. And that is a real, true answer. This 
is because I am painting memories and the 
memories are important to me. So reliving 
the memory of that painting is the most 
important at that time. 

Obviously I like some paintings better, I 
can list 5 or 6 of them. But that doesn’t mean 
much in a pool of 5,000 paintings. 

JW: Many of your paintings deal 
with history, dogs, fishing, etc. I 

also saw some Native Alaskan work. 

JVZ: I will do a few of those 
paintings per year. I have 

always been interested in native lore. Even 
before I came up in the ‘60s and ‘70s, I was 
really appreciative of the art the Native folks 
did up here. So I am not trying to paint their 
way of doing things. I am trying to paint an 
interpretation of what their art means to me. 

I remember a painting named “Inua” that 
is a Native Eskimo mask and the word means 
spirit. The Eskimos believed that we have 
spirit both in humans and animals. A lot of 
the masks are called inua. Half of the face 
was a man’s face and the other half would be a 
bear or some other animal. These are carved 
in wood. Around those masks are willow 
hoops in circles. Those willow hoops have 

feather or fur hanging 
off them. Primarily, 
they signify the circle 
of life; they can also 
signify a parka ruff 
surrounding a face. 
That has always been 
interesting to me so I 
did a painting on inua. 
It was a half-human 
face and a half-wolf 
face melted together 
with willow hoops 
around it. These 
masks are a melting 
of two spirits. 

That work 
has always been 
interesting to me so I 
will do a few of those 
paintings per year.

JW: M a n y 
of your 

titles are one or 
two words. It is 
fascinating to see 
how well the title 
fits and explains the 
piece, does that take a 
bit of time to come up 
with the title?

JVZ: No. I 
t h i n k 

in pictures, I don’t 
think in words. A lot 
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son and James bays.  During the late 19th 
and early 20th centuries, successive pieces 
of the “Northwest Territories” were calved 
off to expand existing provinces or to create 
new territories.    British Columbia became 
a province of Canada in 1871 but prior to 
this, in 1858, it had become a British Colo-
ny known as the Colony of British Columbia.  
With the creation of new countries, colonies, 
provinces and territories came government 
responsibility for the delivery of essential ser-
vices.  Prime among these was the establish-
ment of postal services.

Using British Columbia as an example, 
the early delivery of mail was through the 
fur trading companies (after 1821, only 
the Hudson’s Bay Company remained), the 
church and private entrepreneurs.  With 
the establishment of the Colony of British 
Columbia, post offi ces were established in 
various settlements and contracts were let 
for the delivery of mail  by private contrac-
tors by the Colonial government.  In reality, 
it was a continuation of what had been in 
place before colonialization.  When British 
Columbia became a province in 1871, the 
federal government assumed responsibility 
for mail delivery, but they essentially built on 
the already-established network of post of-
fi ces and private contractors.  Among these 
contractors were a certain number of dog 
mushers who would either contract directly 
with the government or would sub-contract 

with one of the transportation companies to 
deliver the winter mail.  This was particularly 
true along the route of the Yukon Telegraph 
line which ran north to Atlin and eventually 
to Dawson City. 

During the various gold rushes, when there 
were massive infl uxes of “foreign” gold crazy 
stampeders, governments were desperate to 
establish jurisdiction over their territory.  This 
was true of the Fraser River and Cariboo 
Gold Rushes in the Colony of British Colum-
bia and the Klondike Gold Rush in both the 
Yukon and Alaska Territories.  A fascinating 
look at the evolution of the delivery of the 
winter mail took place during the Klondike 
Gold Rush, going back as far as 1893.  In 
the Klondike, both the fl edgling Canadian 
government as well as the U.S. government 
staked out their respective jurisdictions by 
ensuring that post offi ces were established 
in their respective territories at key boundary 
and transportation crossroads.  The Canadi-
an government also ensured that the North-
west Mounted Police as well as a group sol-
diers  known as the Yukon Field Force were 
present to protect sovereignty, to collect du-
ties and as it turned out, to sort and deliver 
the mail.  It seemed like in the early days, 
any federal government employee qualifi ed 
to become a postmaster.

These early days of mail delivery in the 
Kondike were chaotic and remarkable at 
the same time.  Huge volumes of mail were 

transported by dog team along the full 
length of the Klondike Trail from Lake Ben-
net to Dawson City.  Hundreds of pounds 
of letter mail consisting of thousands of let-
ters made their way up and down the Yukon 
River in a dog sled.  Only fi rst class mail 
was hauled by dog team, there was no room 
for junk mail, that could wait for the summer 
when the sternwheelers were in operation.   
There was signifi cant co-operation and co-
ordination between the Canadian and the 
U.S. postal services, and in the early days, 
the private freighters as well.

 In 2011, Canada Post is paying tribute 
to this wonderful rich history with the pro-
duction of a special stamp to be released 
on May 13th, honouring the heritage associ-
ated with the delivery of mail by dog team 
in Canada.  These stamps as well as  fi rst 
day covers can be ordered from both inside 
and outside of Canada.   When the stamp 
is issued on May 13, 2011, it will be pos-
sible to purchase by visiting the Canada Post 
website at: www.canadapost.ca/collecting 
(English) or www.postescanada.ca/collec-
tion (French). Information will be posted on 
the website about purchasing on-line or via 
phone.  In Canada interested persons may 
go to their local post offi ce. It might not be 
a bad idea to go early and ask the local 
offi cials to order as many of the stamps and 
fi rst day covers as you will need. • 
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Jon Van Zyle with his wife 
Jona. They have been 
married 18 years and 
reside in Eagle River, AK. 
She does leatherwork and 
beadwork. 

To learn more about 
Jon Van Zyle, his work, 
and his biographies visit:  
www.jonvanzyle.com

Van Zyle's artwork has been made into a variety of products.

of times, the title comes into my mind whenever the image comes to 
mind. Usually, I put a quick sketch on paper on my painting table near 
the painting I am working on. I will jot down one or two titles at the 
same time I make that sketch. All that does is centers my mind on the 
sketch and title. 

Let's say I have a person kneeling by a fire in my head, I don't want 
the image to change and all of the sudden have a person standing by 
the fire. So that is how the sketch and title keep me grounded. 

A lot of the time, the titles come from songs. I like to listen to music. 
Maybe there is a phrase in a song that catches me. I guess it is all part 
of creativeness, in one shape or form.

JW:  Does a painting take one day, or a span of a few days?

JVZ: I have gotten very fast. Since I have a number of pieces 
to do for publishers, galleries, etc., I am very fast. I can 

do an 18” x 24” painting in 4-6 days. It depends on what it is. If it is a 
lot of grass, snow, or trees, then that is simple to do. If it has figures 
(dogs, people), it will take longer. 

    I can do a 5” x 7” in about a day. Similar to the kid’s books, it isn’t 
the painting that takes the time, it is everything else. I’ve learned to be 
fast over the 50 years because if you have to do a number of paintings, 
you either get them done or not. I like to get them done [laughs]. 

Being fast or slow in writing or painting means absolutely nothing. 
It doesn’t make it any more or less valuable. One of my favorite artists 
was a guy named Bob Kuhn who died a few years ago. He was well 
known and he started out as an illustrator in New York City in the 
1930s. Trust me when I tell you this, in the hey-day of illustrators, 
in the ‘30s, ‘40s, ‘50s, and ‘60s, they, especially the good ones, had 
a tremendous amount of artwork to complete. So they became fast 

because they had to eat. Bob could do a gorgeous painting in one day. 
His paintings would sell for thousands, and thousands, and thousands, 
and thousands of dollars. Being fast means nothing, that’s just the way 
you are, and how you have learned to become in your craft.  

I know a lady artist that I will be doing a show in Aspen with in the 
fall, and she is a famous sculptor and is now into paintings. She is very 
slow, it takes her 3 weeks to do a small painting. She admits she is 
slow, but her work is gorgeous. Speed, or lack of it, means nothing in 
the outcome of a good painting. 

JW: Some of your artwork is also found on collector’s plates, 
correct?

JVZ: I started licensing art in the early ‘80s. One of the first 
was Lenox China - they are a huge, well known porcelain 

company, who wanted me to do several limited edition, collector 
plates. We gave them 8 images for a wolf series. They did those 8 and 
they came back the next year and said the wolf plates became their 
number one selling plates for that year so would I consider doing those 
images on coffee mugs. They were nice, porcelain mugs, not like the 
tourist mugs. The next year, we did music boxes, followed by other 
images. So we did that. They were very nice and good people to work 
with. We normally make our contracts with other companies for no 
more than a year. If it works well, we will continue our contract. Now 
we work with 4-6 companies per year doing that. It gets our name out, 
and it helps us make a living. 

JW: Thank you, Jon, for joining us for part 2 of this interview. 
It was an honor to talk with you about your new books, 

your influence in the mushing world, and your work - I have long 
admired it.

JVZ:  You are welcome.

www.EpicenterPress.com 
www.JonVanZyle.com

Available at your local 
bookstore or  

favorite online retailer.

Alaska’s Artist Jon Van Zyle
…beloved painter, illustrator, author, 

official artist of the Iditarod…
Available now, Alaska’s 
Artist Jon Van Zyle: My 
Colorful Life of Art and 

Adventure. Van Zyle 
chronicles his diverse 

life in text and paintings 
in this stunning 

autobiography. (Hardback, 
ISBN: 978-1-935347-00-2, 

$19.95, full color, 96 pages.)

Jon Van Zyle’s Alaska 
Sketchbook offers an 

intimate look at a year in 
Alaska through an artist’s 

eyes, combining more 
than forty paintings with 

personal stories. (Paperback, 
ISBN: 978-0-9800825-1-7, $9.95, 

full color, 64 pages.)
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Tough, exciting, and competitive, known for its challenging climbs, changeable 
trail conditions, and 7 days of fast-paced racing, Stage Stop is one of the toughest 
races in the world. Since 2010, Buddy Streeper has won the Stage Stop every year, 

except 2013. Would anyone be able to stop the ‘Green Machine’ in 2016? And who would 
rise to the top of the new 8-Dog Classic, in its second year of existence? With 13 teams in 
the Eukanuba Stage Stop Race (ESSR), and 12 teams in the 8-Dog Classic, this year was 
setting up to be some race. 
Day 1: Driggs (28 miles, same for both 8-dog and 12-dog) 

After a snowy ceremonial night start in Jackson Hole the previous night, teams headed 
for Driggs, Idaho for the first day of racing. Someone must have ordered the snow, as it 
dumped from early the previous evening until early the morning of the race. Even with 
all the fresh snow, Bud set the benchmark on Day 1 by outrunning Gerry Willomitzer of 
Whitehorse, YT by 5:46, and Alex Stegmann from Denmark (running Bud’s second team). 
Bud was very happy with how well his team performed and how both Streeper teams 

Chasing Wyoming 
2016 Eukanuba Stage Stop  
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by John Stewart
photos by Chris Havener
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performed compared to the trio of Jerry 
Bath, JR Anderson and Bruce Magnusson, 
who always put in very strong showings at 
this race. In the 8-Dog Classic, Dave Turner, 
who has competed in the main race many 
times before, won the stage, ahead of Alix 
Crittenden and Liz Stewart. 
Day 2: Alpine (28 mi for 8-Dog; 57 mi for 
12-Dog) 

The Alpine trail is commonly one of the 
fastest trails in the race with lots of snow 
machine traffic and regular state grooming.
This was the second and final day of the 8-Dog 
Classic. Early on in the race, Jenny Greger was 
having a very strong run, and though she had 
some time to make up on Liz Stewart in 3rd, 
she was not letting that get to her. A consistent 
run from Liz Stewart allowed her to hold on to 
her 3rd place spot, while Alix Crittenden held 
on to 2nd, behind Dave Turner, who became 
the 2016 Pedigree 8-Dog Classic champion. I 
hope that this race continues to draw bigger 
and better competition and adds on a 3rd 

day of racing. There 
are a lot of smaller 
teams out there and 
the 8-Dog Classic has 
allowed many mushers 
to come and get a taste 
of the main event. After 
competing in the Classic 
in 2015, Austin Forney 
is now competing in the 
main race. 2015 8-Dog 
Classic champion 
Thad McCracken 
suffered poor training 
conditions and did 
not have his best 
performance, but I am 
sure he will be back to 
compete again for the 
crown.

In the main race, Bud continued to 
dominate with another fast run putting 
yet farther distance between him and the 

competition. Alex Stegmann finished 2nd for 
the day which put him in 2nd place overall. 
The ball, at this point, was in everyone else’s 

2016 Pedigree 8-dog Classic Results

Place Musher Day 1 Day 2 Overall

1 Dave Turner 2:52:46 1:57:19 4:50:05

2 Alix Crittenden 2:57:01 1:59:29 4:56:30

3 Elizabeth Stewart 2:59:56 2:00:41 5:00:37

4 Jenny Greger 3:05:38 1:56:17 5:01:55

5 Thad McCracken 3:15:25 2:10:28 5:25:53

6 Spencer Bruggeman 3:34:09 2:17:15 5:51:24

7 Laura Daugereau 3:52:21 2:31:56 6:24:17

8 Gabrial Dunham 4:21:16 2:43:16 7:04:32

9 Amanda Bartlett 5:13:52 2:49:39 8:03:31

10 Jane Devlin 5:04:50 3:03:55 8:08:45

11 April Cox 5:44:07 3:44:47 9:28:54

Opposite: Mushers traveling closely together during their 
6th day of racing, in Kemmerer, WY.

Lower left: Jeff Conn leaves the chute of dog trucks and 
heads to the start line on day 1 in Driggs, ID.

Above: Buddy Streeper cruises through fresh snow during 
the first day of racing, in Driggs, ID. 

Above right: Amanda Bartlett and Laura Daugereau 
exchange a high-five after a successful head-on pass in 
the second day of racing in the Pedigree 8-Dog Classic.

Left: Bumper-to-bumper traffic in Alpine, WY. Buddy 
Streeper leads Bruce Magnusson and Alex Stegmann 
during day 2 of racing.
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court. Bud had a 28-minute lead over Gerry 
Willomitzer and a 33-minute lead, after just 2 
days of racing, over tough competitors Bruce 
Magnusson and Jeff Conn. 
[REST DAY]
Day 3: Lander (42 mi) 

The Lander trail is well kept and is one of 
the best legs of the race. After one day’s rest 
we kicked things off again in Lander where 
Alex Stegmann would put in the fastest run 
of the day, ahead of JR Anderson and Bud 
Streeper. Gerry Willomitzer, who after the 
first 2 days was sitting in 3rd place, slid down 
the rankings to 7th overall, after a 9th place 
finish on the day. The overall standings after 
this stage looked more like the competitive 
field we have been used to over the last few 
years. Jerry Bath, on his home turf, made up 
time on Jeff Conn who seemed to have faded 
a bit after the first 2 days. 

Day 4: Pinedale (43 miles) 
Pinedale is personally one of my favorite 

legs. It has just the right amount of flat trail 
and climbing. This stage features a 6 mile 
section of trail that is shared on the way out 
and in. This section can make or break your 
run if your team decides it is not too keen on 
big wide open areas. This was the day that 
the trio of Jerry Bath, JR, and Bruce had 
good runs at the expense of Bud and Alex 
having more conservative runs with fully-
booted teams. Running with boots gives the 
dog’s feet a break from the abrasive trail 
conditions. With both of them having a lead 
over everyone else, it was not a bad thing to 
do to save the team for later on. Jerry Bath 
picked up the yellow bib for the first time in 
his Stage Stop career after Pinedale. The top 5 
at this point were Buddy, Alex, Bruce, JR and 
Jerry Bath.
Day 5: The Big Piney trail (43 miles) 

is a completely new trail for all the mushers. 
In the past Big Piney has been a hard trail 
to maintain, but with the new trail hooking 
up with the state groomer, it has made for a 
much more enjoyable race experience for the 
mushers and for the trail grooming team of 
Matt Redwine and Cody Grubbs. The weather 
up to this point (apart from the Driggs stage) 
had behaved itself and produced some of the 
classic warm, sunny days that we have grown 
used to the last few years. 

Bud and Alex put in another 1st and 2nd 
place on this new leg. Jerry Bath continued 
his good form with a solid 3rd, finishing 
just 49 seconds behind Alex. He also made 
a good deal of time on Bruce and passed JR 
overall, moving him up to 4th. Jeff Conn had 
another good run, his day position of 4th 
moved him back up to 6th, ahead of Gerry 
Willomitzer. Emilie Entrikin, Al Borak, and 
Dennis LaBoda were all very close to one 
another in the overall standings, and there 
was still serious racing to be done. At this 
point, unless someone had a very bad run, 
the mushers who would finish in the top 10 
were already set. Jerry Scdoris, from Bend, 
Oregon, was having a much improved run 
from last year and he looked to be bettering 
his time from last year by some hours. Austin 
Forney and Chris Adkins rounded out the 
field respectively.
Day 6: Kemmerer (43 miles) 

Kemmerer has had a bad reputation over 
the years and for good reason. Lost trails, 
cattle guards, driving wind, blowing snow, 
and no trail base have made for less than ideal 
conditions. Much has changed since those 
days with the new trailhead location and the 
improved relationships with the groomers. 
I scouted the trail this year with Matt 
Redwine and I was very impressed with it. 
The original route was supposed to be a little 
over 50 miles, but due to logging operations 
the trail had to be cut to around 43 miles. Yet 
again, the Streeper teams were booting every 
dog in both their teams. Their lead at this 
point was good enough that they could look 
after their dogs feet more and think ahead to 
future races. JR Anderson put on a show and 
took the yellow bib, moving himself up to 3rd 
place overall. The battle for 3rd, 4th, and 5th 
was set up to be very exciting as a little under 
4 minutes separated these mushers after 
about 250 miles of racing! Further down 

Landscapes of Lander: Jerry Bath (left) and Gerry 
Willomitzer (right) travel through a scenic day 3 of racing 
in Lander, WY.
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2016 Eukanuba Stage Stop Results

Place Musher Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5 Day 6 Day 7 Overall

1 Buddy Streeper 3:01:52 4:14:08 3:54:38 3:23:11 3:23:29 3:43:08 2:54:04 24:34:30

2 Alex Stegmann 3:08:28 4:21:31 3:53:08 3:27:28 3:26:40 3:47:07 3:01:11 25:05:33

3 JR Anderson 3:11:46 4:43:11 3:54:18 3:19:53 3:45:10 3:22:45 3:03:23 25:20:26

4 Bruce Magnusson 3:13:51 4:35:22 3:56:10 3:20:40 3:41:47 3:33:04 3:10:06 25:31:00

5 Jerry Bath 3:13:18 4:49:11 4:07:34 3:13:30 3:27:29 3:28:52 3:13:16 25:33:10

6 Jeff Conn 3:16:02 4:33:16 4:12:16 3:51:31 3:38:37 3:43:52 3:08:49 26:24:23

7 Gerry Willomitzer 3:07:38 4:36:24 4:36:41 3:30:56 3:45:57 4:05:46 3:27:41 27:11:03

8 Al Borak 3:40:50 4:51:47 4:23:33 3:30:33 4:10:30 3:49:53 3:05:23 27:32:29

9 Dennis LaBoda 3:27:59 5:03:17 4:38:51 3:35:41 3:53:45 3:54:30 3:15:33 27:49:36

10 Emilie Entrikin 3:36:25 5:06:45 4:27:26 3:28:46 3:54:34 3:58:48 3:18:32 27:51:16

11 Jerry Scdoris 3:47:34 5:14:09 4:39:21 3:33:47 4:03:30 4:29:40 3:26:10 29:14:11

12 Austin Forney 4:30:24 6:03:37 5:26:38 3:56:30 4:29:46 4:47:48 4:12:59 33:27:42

13 Chris Adkins 4:11:40 6:27:01 5:24:17 4:26:12 5:03:01 5:18:33 4:19:07 35:09:51
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the standings, another race was heating up 
too: Al Borak, Emilie Entrikin, and Dennis 
LaBoda. Al’s team out of Magnusson Kennels 
was looking very strong. However, Emilie’s 
team had been slowing on the last 2 days 
giving up time to Dennis. She would have to 
be careful to not give up her placement on 
the final day. Her strong suit to this point 
had been her hill climbing, and the last day 
included multiple climbs up to 10,000 feet. It 
was still anyone’s guess as how things would 
shake out in 8th, 9th, and 10th place.
Day 7: Evanston (41 miles) 

Evanston is a point-to-point race with the 
handlers leaving the start area and driving 
about an hour and a half to meet the teams 
on the other side. Perfect weather for the last 
day and tensions were high preceding the 
race. Jerry Bath had a 60-second advantage 
over Bruce Magnusson in 5th. That wasn’t 
enough to feel confident about holding him 
off, as Bruce is a seasoned veteran with 
notoriously fast last days. One small mistake 
could mean the difference between a few 
thousand dollars in overall prize money from 
the $200,000 purse.

Jerry Bath was running a great race, but he 
loaded a tired dog before the long climb to the 
summit and that cost him his fourth overall 
position to Bruce. JR Anderson held onto 3rd 
place. Bud Streeper finished the final leg of 

the Stage Stop with a track record-breaking 
run. He also pointed out to me at the end of 
the race that he ran 12 dogs every day, never 
loaded one and had 16 to pick from on the last 
day. Hats off to their exemplary dog care and 
all the other competitors. The race veterinary 
team was very happy with how every team 

cared for their dog teams. It truly was a world 
class field of mushers and dogs.

Congratulations to all the mushers in 
this year’s Eukanuba Stage Stop Race and 
Pedigree 8-Dog Classic, especially champions 
Bud Streeper and Dave Turner. I hope we 
see Dave come back to run the main race in 
future years. This race, in its 21-year history, 
has evolved and continues to evolve in the 
best interest of the dogs and competitors. The 
team behind the scenes, led by Dan Carter, 
strive to bring the best race possible to the 
mushers and the fans following around the 
world. Next year’s race will aim to be bigger 
and better as we continue to attract the best 
that the world has to offer in this style of 
mushing.

John Stewart is a native of Scotland. He 
has been around sled dogs since he was 5 
years old when his parents bought a Siberian 
Husky. Since then, John has travelled and 
competed all over the world as a junior and 
adult musher taking him as far afield as 
Ushuaia, Argentina and Brochet, Manitoba. 
He competed in the 2010 Iditarod and is a 
5-time IPSSSDR (International Pedigree 
Stage Stop Sleddog Race) finisher, always 
placing in the top 10. John and his wife 
Liz hope to soon establish a kennel in the 
Lower-48.

Stage Stop continued from previous page

Emilie Entrikin heads into the Bridger National Forest during day 6 of racing, in Kemmerer, WY.
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I want to run at 19 mph, I will be at 19 or 19.1 
mph and if I see it go down to 18.8 - 18.7 mph, 
I get off the mat. 

JW: Do you think that holding your 
team as close to your target 

speed, that it gives you an advantage because 
your dogs get in a rhythm?

BS: Certainly. A big aspect of getting a 
good rhythm with your dog team 

is having good training trails. We have good 
training trails with long, straight sections, 
and few corners. That allows the dogs to get 
out and run the dogs a long period of time at a 
certain speed I can be consistent with. 

    When I am training at home, I can set 
the ATV at 15 mph and we run that the whole 
way at that speed. We do slow up a little bit at 
corners or downhills and uphills but we run 
that same speed the whole fall until Stage Stop 
on February 1st. I can look at my watch and see 
4 minute miles during training.

My splits for a 40-50 mile run will all be 
within 5-10 seconds of each other. 4:01, 3:59, 
4:02, 4:06, and that is for a 40-50 mile run and 
that is how I develop my dogs to run at that 
consistent speed that they are comfortable 
handling. •

Q&A with Buddy Streeper cont'd from page 7Beginner Basics continued from page 19
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tolerate, and finally a day or two later applying 
the medication. Eight years later she still hates 
it, but because she knows exactly what to 
expect, she tolerates the intrusion because she 
does not fear it. Using force would have worked 
too; she’d object mightily until she figured out 
the treatment didn’t hurt, but some of that trust 
is lost along the way.

Think like a dog. Why does he object? Take 
one tiny step at a time, progressing as he 
accepts each one. Desensitizing problem dogs 
pays big dividends, not just in developing a 
confident, smooth-running team, but because 
those dogs will also trust you more in times of 
confusion or real danger. 

Sometimes, however, we want dogs that are 
more sensitive: not to trail challenges but to the 
musher’s commands. We’ll cover that in our 
next article.

Miki and Julie Collins have been mushing 
an 80-mile trapline in bush Alaska for 35 
years. They have made numerous wilderness 
expeditions by dog team and authored three 
books, including Dog Driver: A Guide for the 
Serious Musher, a book for all mushers.
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JW:  Thanks for doing this interview.

DT:  No problem.

JW: I saw that your kennel’s mission is to travel everywhere 
and race everywhere. Can you talk about that?

DT: I started out in 2004, when I got my own property and 
started building my kennel. First thing I did was search for 

race results and look for the type of races I wanted to do. I built a plan 
that started with 6-dog mid-distance, then when I was winning those 
races, I moved up to 8-dog. After I started winning those, I moved up 
to 12-dog. I figured at any point, if I didn’t want to continue, I could 
back down and let my dogs retire. At that point, I was focused on 
8-dog mid-distance: Beargrease, Midnight Run, Can Am 60. 

At five years in, when I was winning those races, in 2011, Doug 
Swingley convinced me that the pace I was going with my 8-dog team, 

I had a team and experience to do well in Stage Stop. So we built a 
plan together for me to fill out my team (at that point he was headed 
towards retirement) and I pretty much had the pick of the stage racing 
style of dogs that he had at the time. 

In my first Stage Stop, I met Richard Beck, and he convinced me 
to go up to Canada to race La Pas, Cross Lake, and Yellowknife. That 
has really expanded my worldview in mushing and helped me learn 
that we are capable of a lot more with the dogs than we think we are. I 
have gotten better, my dogs have learned to go faster and we have fun 
at races. 

One of my inspirations, was my friend James Wheeler, who has 
raced everything from dryland to Iditarod. He convinced that dryland 
races were a blast and he re-inspired me that the point of racing was 
to have fun. Also, I shouldn’t care about what other people say about 
what I should be doing with the dogs. He said, if you look at the Rondy 
payout, you can have a competent team and stay out of the top teams’ 
way, then you can have fun. And he was right. At the same time, I 
had a friend in Quebec, who had some dogs I wanted to look at, and 
I thought that would be a nice trip. I’ve been back to Bristol for a few 
years now.

JW: We definitely touched on quite a few things that I want 
to expand on. Going back to the introductory part, how 

many dogs do you have in your kennel?

DT:  I have 12 racing dogs, 2 retired dogs, and 2 puppies. 

JW:  Have you always had a small kennel? 

DT: Yes. Looking at the last few years, I bred one litter of 
puppies with the intention of keeping a couple of them as 

yearlings the following year. I try to start the summer with 10 racing 
dogs, including the yearlings, and I have the old dogs that I will keep 
forever. 
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Dave Turner races across North America in every race 
format under 70 miles per day, with an impressively small 
kennel (12 race-age dogs). 

If you look at this year alone, he has raced IFSS Dryland World 
Champions, Pedigree 8-Dog Classic, The Pas, Yellowknife, and 
other races along the way - that is over 6,000 road miles in 
travel spanning from the east coast of Canada, down to the 
western States and back north to Canada again. 

I enjoyed talking to Dave about the different races he has 
competed in and his training strategies that have morphed 
him into one of the most successful small kennels racing in our 
sport. I hope you enjoy his refreshing perspective on racing, 
and training tips - he certainly left me inspired!

Equal parts mushing 
fanatic and nomad, 
Dave spends race 
season living out of a 
horse trailer-turned-
dog motel and travels 
thousands of miles 
to race all over North 
America. 

Brent Beck (left) and Dave 
Turner (right) head out on Day 2 
of the Canadian Championship 
Dog Derby in Yellowknife, NWT. 
Photo by Fran Hurcomb
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JW: So you race your yearlings in 
your main team?

DT: Yes. A lot of the races I do are stage 
races where you have a pool and 

you don’t have to race every dog, every day. 
I try to plan when I run the yearlings on days 
that are safest and the least difficult. In Stage 
Stop, there are long and short days, tougher 
and less difficult, so I plan when they run 
based on the type of day.

On the three day races, like The Pas, 
typically, the slowest day is on day 2 so that 
is a good day for the yearlings. This year, one 
of my yearlings is a real superstar and she 
has led at least one day of every race and she 
led all three days of The Pas [see "Ocean" in 
"SuperDogs on page 47].

JW:  Wow.

DT: It's pretty amazing, but that is not 
something I force. I let the dogs 

show me that they are ready for the distances 
and speeds. 

JW: Out of curiosity, I know you 
partnered with Doug for a little 

while, what are the main genetics behind 
your kennel and what are you breeding now, 
and what about the yearling leader?

DT: The two retired dogs I have are 
from Doug. The two oldest dogs in 

my team, are the last two that I bought from 
Doug. Geisel is the father of my yearling, and 
the mother is from Marco and Anny Rivest 
from Quebec. Marco and Anny are people 
who raced in Stage Stop and the Can Am 
30 and 60, The Pas, and Cross Lake. I really 
like their dogs and their background goes to 
Saunderson and Cook. The background of 
their dogs matched well with the background 
of Geisel who I have from Doug. 

JW: Are your two Swingley dogs 
from his Peppy line?

DT: Yes. His dad is Slider who is a 
Buser/Swingley mix and Peppy 

and Elmer are in the background. His mother 
is Arrow and she is a Peppy daughter and the 
mom is a Saunderson dog. The mom of my 
yearlings is Delphi, and she has littermates 
on Anny’s main team and her littermates 
are leaders in 6 and 10 dog racing. She has 
littermates on other top sprint racing teams.

So I have a base from Doug, 3 dogs from 
Marco and Anny. I just bought 3 dogs from 
Kevin Cook before he and his family went 
into retirement and they are on my main 

team, and dogs from breedings I have done. 
I am working on what breeding I am going to 
do this summer. 

JW: Earlier this year, you were out 
in Bristol, then at Stage Stop and 

other races in that area and last weekend 
you raced The Pas. Going to that many races 
and seeing your dogs perform in that many 
different venues, that has to give you pretty 
interesting insight into how dogs can adapt, 
how long them it takes them to change gears.

DT: We did two dryland races: Dirty 
Dog and Bristol. My goal at those 

races is to have fun and put a few speed runs 
on my dogs. I don’t want to go as fast as they 
can, but to go at a reasonable pace and at 
the same time I get to hang out with the top 
limited class mushers in the world, see the 
type of dogs they have, get to know them and 
learn about their training and what speed 
they really go.

You always see the distances and times 
recorded, but you go and do the course and 
it isn’t nearly as long as they record. So it is 
an overestimate of their average and total 
distance. So it is interesting when you go to 
a race like Bristol or The Pas and they are 
actually going as fast as they say they are. It 
can be pretty shocking and a real learning 
experience. 

Bristol Dryland is a really well organized 
race with top competition, good purse - it 
really reminds me of going to The Pas or 
Rendezvous. They have, across the board, 
everything you can expect from a top race. 

JW: What did you do for training 
before the dryland races?

We got up to 10 miles in training and then 
went to the dryland races that are 2.5 - 5 mile 

heats. I think that helps build the speed into 
the dogs for later in the season when we really 
need to have a faster pace like The Pas or 
Yellowknife.

We were racing at 18.5 mph where the top 
contenders were at 21.5 mph. But the dogs 
had fun and were at speeds they wouldn’t get 
injured at. That is important with having a 
small kennel.  

JW: So you built up to 10 miles and 
backed off for the races, did you 

do any free running to speed them up?

DT: This is something I should change, 
but I don’t do free running where 

they chase me on an ATV. At home, I have 3.5 
acres fenced in and they are loose when I am 
home and they get to run around quite a bit. 

I think it would be an advantage to us, and 
I will try it next year, where I will go out on a 
training run where they are running free for 
3-5 mile increments. 

JW: When you finished running the 
dryland races, did you have to 

go back to square one? Or did you see some 
adaptation from those races?

DT: After Bristol, I stayed at Marco 
and Anny’s place for one month. 

So mid-November we were going 6 miles at 
15 mph every other day until the beginning of 
December. So we did 5-6 10s, then 12s, then 
14s, and we ramped up slowly. 

If we didn’t do the shorter dryland races, 
we likely would have been going further than 
5 or 6 miles in the beginning of November. 

I followed what Marco was doing, which is 
different than in years past where my goal was 
Stage Stop. This year was to win the 8-dog 
Pedigree Classic, have a top five finish at Cross 

Dave Turner interview continued next page

Dave Turner keeps a low-profile in his sled during 
the Canadian Championship Dog Derby in Yellow-
knife, NWT. Photo by Fran Hurcomb
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Lake and The Pas, and win Yellowknife. We 
came up a little bit short at The Pas for top five 
by a few minutes (editor’s note: Dave finished 
6th overall at The Pas). The dogs are looking 
really good and we are looking forward to the 
rest of the season. Of course, Yellowknife is 
my #1 goal for the season. 

The first snow race we did on snow was 
mid-December - the Rodeo Run. That is the 
race I have competed in the most of any other 
race. It is our kick off for snow. Then I hung 
out close to Jackson where Frank Teasley 
lives and trained with John and Liz Stewart, 
Alix Crittenden for a couple weeks before the 
Stage Stop. So I continued the training I did 
with Marco and built up the distance at high 
elevation. 

There are a few other races, the West 
Yellowstone Fun Run. We came in 2nd behind 
Buddy Streeper. The following weekend 
there is a race in Soda Springs, ID that Jon 
Bunderson puts on a nice sprint trail. We 
competed in the open and I won that race over 
Mark Hartum. 

The third weekend in a row was the 8-dog 
Pedigree Stage Stop. This is the second year of 
the 8-dog format that allows smaller kennels 
the opportunity to race without the larger 
investments. That has been a real success 
with smaller teams and teams interested in 
checking it out. There was good competition 
there, Thad won it the year before, and John 
and Liz ran Streeper dogs so I was excited to 
win that one.

JW: What is the 8-dog course like? 
How fast did you win it?

DT: The first day was after a big 
snowfall of 12-18 inches. So the 

trail was soft and narrow and we had lots 
of head on passes because it was an out and 
back. Both the 8-dog teams and the bigger 
teams ran the same course, which is about 32 
miles that goes up the side of a mountain and 
down the backside to a little tear drop, then 
back up and to the start/finish. It was a little 
over 5,000 ft of climbing on soft trail and we 
averaged a little over 11 mph and beat Buddy 
by a little over 9 minutes. Of course, he was 
pacing for 7 days of racing where we weren’t 
pacing so we could win the race in two days.

JW: Were you doing fall training on 
hills? Or do they just hold the 

pace at 11 mph on a really hilly soft trail?

DT: The first six weeks of training, I 
trained the way that Doug taught 

me, which is a Stage Stop style. My dogs 
already know how to pull. When we get to 

where we are doing runs at 15 mph, the dogs 
are already pulling. The hills we trained on at 
Marco’s and Anny’s were not huge like Stage 
Stop, where you are climbing the same hill for 
miles. They were measured in hundreds of 
meters–short and steep on a sandy-base. We 
were maintaining the pace and the dogs really 
had to work hard. With our background, a 
good portion of our team has run multiple 
Stage Stops. So running 12 mph or 8 mph 
on some parts of the trail was no big deal 
for them. Even the newer dogs didn’t have a 
problem with that. 

When we get to races like The Pas and 
Yellowknife, they really need to have the base 
and experience running a good pace over a 
long period of time. So I think that has helped 
us a lot for running The Pas. 

The first day with 5,000 ft of climbing, is 
tough for any dog to go all out. So I think it 
is the quality of dogs I own: Doug, Marco, 
Cook’s, and the breedings I’ve done that 
have mixed their dogs and they have the 
background for that style of racing. 

JW: Since your desire is to win 
Yellowknife, is that why you 

didn’t run the full Stage Stop?

DT: Absolutely. In the past years, doing 
the full Stage Stop is wonderful 

and exciting, and I think that anyone who 
wants to try it, should give it a try. It is a 
great learning experience and it is fulfilling 
to finish well there (we have finished 3rd and 
4th). It does take some speed out of the dogs. 
The Streepers have proved that you can take 
the best dogs and do well in Stage Racing and 
The Pas and other races and win. But I don’t 
have the depth they have. It would be in my 
best interest to do the shorter race and keep 
focused on speed than harder, longer pulling. 

My best finish in The Pas in the past was 
10th, this year, we did a lot better… We still 
have six races left so I can let you know how 
that worked out at the end of the season.

JW: One year you came up and ran 
Rondy and then Yellowknife. 

I have heard that in order to do well in 
Yellowknife, you need a good base on your 
dogs to keep them healthy through the long, 
flat course. 

DT: Yellowknife is a mass start on ice 
roads, on a lake so it is flat, and 50 

miles per day. They basically push the snow 
off the lake for the ice road and it is scraped 
down to the ice. There are some rough spots 
where you feel like your sled is about to fall 
apart. There are some sections of some hard 
pack snow and some glare ice. So the surface 

can be tough. 
Obviously it is good to have a good training 

base, but having the experience to know 
the appropriate pace to run it. Some of that 
comes from talking to people who have been 
successful there in the past. I was fortunate to 
have some coaching from Richard Beck and 
some other guys who have won there. 

It is similar to The Pas where it is really 
intimidating until you go do it. It is more 
about figuring how to improve your pace/
team and most of that comes from training. 
You will go up there and have a breakthrough, 
where you finish a run with a good pace, and 
figure out what you did to enable your dogs to 
finish in good time.

JW: One thing that I have been 
curious about… If you look at the 

track in Fairbanks that is a subtle downhill 
for over a mile, and before GPS’s were used 
or before people held their team back at the 
beginning. Depending on the class, they 
would take off down the hill at 24-25 mph 
and they would come home slow because of 
it. In a mass start, I feel like if you want to get 
ahead of the jumble, you want to get ahead of 
them. If that is the case, how does that affect 
the pacing of your team and do you have to 
train for that?

DT: I’ve seen different competitors take 
different strategies at the start. Of 

course the banner example is the Streepers. 
If you watch the video from The Pas last 
weekend, they waited 20-25 seconds until 
they took off and let the mess get ahead of 
them. So they take off at a pace that lets them 
warm up, and I don’t know what their magic 
number is, they don’t share that with me, and 
then keep a moderate pace throughout the 
race. 

What I see happen race after race with 
them is they may not win the first day, but 
they gain significant time on the second day. 
On the third day, if you don’t have a big lead, 
you are in trouble. Now, what works for them 
might not be what works for someone else. 
If you have trouble pacing, and getting them 
used to running that pace. Holding them back 
too much will hurt you because they will burn 
too much energy. It depends on how you train.

Prince Albert is a mass start of 12-13 miles 
and teams take off fast to get good positioning 
on the track. Comparing Prince Albert to 
Yellowknife, the latter is a mass start, ice road 
race with starting lanes that are 100 meters 
long before it opens up to a common trail. 
The teams start off more reserved than other 
mass starts. Though, last year, Richard Beck 

Dave Turner interview continued from previous page
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said he needed to get away from me in order 
to beat me. So he started off that race at 18 
mph to stay away from the pack. I started the 
race with a pace in my team and I was stuck in 
the pack of Beck family members. Overtime 
you pass or get passed, you are taking a little 
bit out of your team and losing time. Going 
through the pack slows you down. So it can 
be an advantage to go fast and get away from 
the pack. 

Last year, Kevin Cook told me he left the 35 
mile The Pas at 21 mph for the first one or two 
miles and he ended up averaging 17.5 mph on 
the first day. He beat Buddy the first two days, 
Buddy beat him the third day but Kevin had 
enough time over Buddy to win the race. 

If you look at North American last year, 
Buddy didn’t win the first day, but he easily 
won the race.

JW: Yeah, you could see that he didn’t 
put the pedal down and you 

could see that he didn’t feel threatened. It 
was interesting, we interviewed Terry while 
at the North American last year, and I was 
asking him if he still believes that open class 
dogs are still the pinnacle of breeding and he 
said that, back in the day, teams would leave 
the North American at over 21 mph and come 
home at 18 mph to win it and that took a hell-
of-an-athlete. The pacing that teams do now 
for the open races takes less of an athlete. 

DT: They learned much of that when 
they started stage racing. It looks 

to me that it has improved their ability to 
dominate with the same pool of dogs. 

JW: That is interesting, because it is 
not necessarily the speeds that 

are the challenge at the Stage Stop, it is the 
wide variety of challenges you face: heat, 
elevation, soft trail, fresh snow, elevation 
changes, etc. So when you see all the 
challenges in a race, did you adapt to them 
on the fly?

DT: I would agree. I would also say 
that a two day race is harder than 

one, three harder than two, and a seven day 
race, where you have to compete everyday is 
incredible. You would be amazed that on the 
seventh day, most teams, if they were to show 
up and race against them on their seventh 

day, would have a tough go. If you look at 
what Buddy did on the last day this year at 
Stage Stop, he set the course record averaging 
13.5 mph for over 40 miles on a course that 
travelled over 10,500 ft. The elevation is 
definitely a factor. 

He could have gone on a sightseeing trip 
and had a picnic and still won (both laugh). 

Especially since he did that with dogs 
that he knew were going to race at The Pas 
the following weekend. I think he really 
showed what the dogs can do. Also it put an 
exclamation mark on their hard work and 
training strategy.

Racing with those guys, you learn to take 
that pacing mentality. You try not to lose 
too much on the first day, but you pace. Less 
experienced teams don’t do that pacing and it 
hurts them in the long run.

JW: Having a small kennel, with an 
ambitious race schedule. Do you 

have any pointers for keeping dogs primed 
and injury free?

DT: Working with Doug for a number 
of years, he taught me to prepare 

dogs for all the different conditions they 
will be running in, which I believe has led 
my dogs to a low injury rate. For instance, 
teaching my dogs to run fast downhill. A lot 
of people say, I walk dogs downhill. Even the 
best mushers I know, don’t have 100% control 
over their team all the time. There is icy or 
steep sections of trail and the dogs need to 
be prepared for that. There are races like the 
Beargrease, where the trail is really easy, 
but to be competitive, they need to be fast 
downhills. So if the dogs don’t train that way, 

then they won’t be used to that during a race. 
With Doug’s recommendation years ago, I 

would go fast down a hill (12-14 mph) in the 
first couple of weeks but it could be 18 mph by 
the end of the season. If the dogs understand 
that and are leaning into the harness with 
tight tugs, you can end up teaching the dogs 
to go faster down the hills and actually be 
resting because they’re leaning into the 
harness and gravity is doing the work and 
you are holding them back so they are safe 
and aren’t over-extending. That is an example 
of what I have done to keep my small group 

healthy.

JW: Does that wind them going up 
the next hill?

DT: Too many people, especially in 
mid-distance, overemphasize hard 

pulling and underemphasize speed, or vice 
versa. I think there is a happy medium where 
you should do a good portion of your training 
where they should pull and a good portion 
of your training where they go fast using the 
throttle for speed runs. 

One of the things Doug showed me early 
in the season, was he would have the dogs 
lope up long hills. To do that, he would move 
the faster dogs up front, and the slower dogs 
towards the back. They would maintain a nice 
straight gangline with all the dogs pulling. I 
have done this a lot, and I have found, if they 
have the strength and the endurance, then 
you build speed with uphill speed runs. I 
think the dogs learn that when they go up hill, 
they go as fast as it is easy to do. A lot of the 
time you will get to a hill on a hard, fast trail, 
and some dogs will slow down because they 
are used to going slow on a hill and pulling 
hard. Well if you spend some of your training, 
going 15-16 mph up the hills, I think the dogs 
learn it is easy and I can lope up the hill 
because I can.

There are so many little things, but another 
is when they speed up, I cheer them on. It 
makes us happy. Cheering them on, like 
when you are mountain biking with your 
friends, yelling and hooting and hollering, 
and not yelling at them to go faster makes a 
difference. At the same time, if you are going 
down a hill or whatever, you are making sure 

their tugs are tight and they are safe. It is the 
same when you are loping the dogs uphill. 

JW: Another training tidbit I 
remember hearing you did– 

when Lloyd Gilbertson went on a run with 
you–he said you stopped 30 times in one mile 
and corrected the dogs.

DT: At the time I was training with 
Lloyd, I had just picked up some 

dogs I had gotten from someone else so we 
were a little behind by that point. Stopping on 
longer slow runs isn’t a big deal, but if you are 

There are so many little things, but another is when they speed up, I cheer them on. It makes 
us happy. Cheering them on, like when you are mountain biking with your friends, yelling and 
hooting and hollering, and not yelling at them to go faster makes a difference.

Dave Turner interview continued on page 39
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Over the years, I’ve read the biographies or 
autobiographies of many mushers. Their lives 
are so different from other sport’s competitors 

and I am always interested in what brought them to sled 
dogs. Some of the books have been well written, some not so 
much, but fun to read nonetheless. Only once in a while have 
I not finished one of these books because I found it boring.

In the case of Fast Into the Night, Debbie Moderow 
grabbed me from the beginning. She uses words to paint 
pictures. If the first chapter doesn’t grab you, nothing will. 

“My huskies and I cruise up and over those frosted hills 
for hours. As we move through murky light toward the faint 
glow of dawn, we share a primordial momentum. Although 
I cannot see them, at last I understand that they are ready. 
Ready for Iditarod.”

Deb’s writing technique is to jump back and forth between 
childhood adventures in Connecticut and events that lead 
up to her moving to Alaska and running her two Iditarods 
in 2003 and 2005. For me, I identified with her journey. I 
too left the East Coast in 1978, turning left at Colorado and 
heading to Los Angeles. I had considered going to Alaska, 
but other voices called. Deb went to Wyoming that year and 
on to Alaska in 1979. It’s ironic how forks in the road lead 
you to a new life. This may have been a possibility of what 
might have happened if I had gone North.

New adventures awaited this spunky lady and she 
embraced them all, including a whirlwind romance with 
soon to be husband Mark. Now she was in Alaska for good. A 
joyful life with a fun family of husband and two children was 
not without difficulties. But Deb always seems optimistic 
and ready to handle whatever comes her way.

The story then jumps to her first Iditarod in 2003. The 
first time weather and trail conditions would push the start 
to Fairbanks. For those not familiar with sled dog racing, 
Deb gives detailed descriptions of the dogs and the purpose 
of their positions on the team. Her love for Kanga, Juliet, 
Lil’ Su and all the rest is never in doubt. It’s always about 
the dogs.

“The dogs have always been my real Iditarod heroes. I’ve 
known that ever since March 1980 when I went to an Iditarod 
start for the very first time. Despite the human hoopla —the 
champions giving interviews, the press shooting photos, the children 
all bundled up waiting for autographs— I saw only the dogs.”

So, that first Monday in March of 2003; yes it took her a while to get 
there; Debbie hits the trail for Nome from Fairbanks. The story of her 
even making it to the starting line is a gripping as any I’ve read. Her 

qualifying races and all the work required to prepare for a 1000 mile 
race is sometimes overlooked.  Not in this book. And then her first 
Iditarod attempt skids to halt in Nenana! 

“Okay, here’s the deal. The river’s breaking up. There’s an open lead 
that crosses the trail. We’re working on setting markers around it. 
Don’t let anyone go. Did you get that? Over?”

Fast Into the Night
the autobiography of Iditarod musher, Debbie Clarke Moderow

review by Donna Quante
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Not very encouraging words for 
a rookie in her first 1000 mile race, 
waiting to leave the first checkpoint, in 
the dark, with 16 crazed huskies. But 
the word comes that she can go and 
with a deep breath, she does.

“My huskies don’t consider slowing. 
Instead they launch over a snow berm 
and down a rocky bank, and within 
seconds they’re galloping on ice 
smooth enough for skating. They move 
effortlessly in the narrow beam of my 
head lamp. I could illuminate a wider 
view of the river by turning my head, 
but I don’t. If we’re going to pass open 
water, I don’t want to see it, and if we’re 
running right for it, there is nothing I 
can do. I hold my breath and pump the 
brake—which slows the sled slightly 
and makes a screeching sound that 
encourages the dogs to run faster.

We reach the far side of that restless 
river in a matter of minutes, but it feels 
like forever. When the team scrambles 
up an icy  bank and the sled ricochets 
around a tight, dark wooded corner, 
I exhale relief. As the long line of 
dogs waves around hummocks and 
my elbows brush against branches of 
alders, the terror of our takeoff fades. 
We’re traveling on solid ground.”

The rest of the book is on solid ground 
too. Jumping between times in her life 
is very compelling reading. The visits 
back to Connecticut to visit her parents, 
the birth of her children and the 
wonderful life she leads with husband 
Mark. The adventures they share will 
make families want to move to Alaska 
and have such great times. Of course, 
there are sad occasions, like any other 
life, and Debbie’s outlook at these times 
is  compassionate and full of empathy. 

This is a love story, not just of dogs, 
but of a man and a woman and their 
children and the great State of Alaska. 
It is romance in every sense of the word.

“Now as the dogs click along the 
winding trail, condensation from 
their warm breath billows above the 
gangline. It’s mesmerizing to watch 
them move through the dimming 
light, but I catch myself: nothing about 
marathon dogsledding around the clock 
is second nature. During the next five 
hundred miles, the turning of the day 
will become a welcome ritual, to run 
into the dawn an inspiring feat. But 

right now I’m going through mental 
lists, double-checking that everything 
is in place.”

 So it is with reality. Despite all 
her doubts and fears, Debbie exudes 
optimism. Her scratch from the 2003 
race is gut wrenching. Her introspection 
as to what went wrong brought me to 
tears. Her determination to go again in 
2005 and then question that decision 
will let you see that this race is not for 
the faint of heart.

The description of the Happy River 
steps will make you pause and wonder 
why these people run this race. But 
then, you read of dawn and running the 
team out of Rainy Pass and it becomes 
quite obvious. Love of the dogs, love of 
the sport, love of Alaska, to experience 
the high country as no one else can are 
the best reasons to go down this trail.

While I never met Debbie in my 8 
years of living in Alaska, I knew her 
husband Mark from attending Iditarod 
board meetings. When he emailed me 
to see if I wanted to read the book, I 
happily said yes. So, thank you, Mark. 
I may not have chosen the right time to 
move to Alaska, but I sure got to travel 
the Iditarod trail through Debbie’s book 
and I enjoyed every page of it. Isn’t 
that what a good book does for you, 
transporting (or in this case, mushing) 
the reader to another place? I highly 
recommend this book for anyone 
considering such an  adventure and  for 
those who just like to be an armchair 
musher.

Donna Quante is a long time 
recreational musher, photographer, 
videographer and owner of Husky 
Productions. 
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Advertising in 
Mushing Magazine is 

cost effective and  
it works.

Reach dog owners and outdoor 
recreation enthusiasts  

across the world.

jake@mushing.com
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A film publicity still of the lead characters with a dog team: Albert Van Antwerp 
(Bob Dexter) and Gladys Johnson (Ruth Stanlaw).
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In 1923, dog teams dashing through the snowy countryside 
around Mount McKinley National Park were nothing unusual, 
because the land was full of people who depended on dog teams 

for getting around in winter. One often seen traveling with his dog 
team was Harry Karstens, the first superintendent of the park, who 
spent the winter of 1907-08 studying wildlife near the headwaters 
of the Toklat River with Charles Alexander Sheldon. Charles was an 
amateur naturalist who would become the father of Mount McKinley 
National Park. Karstens later gained fame as the climbing leader on 
the first successful summiting of Mount McKinley in 1913. When he 
became the superintendent of the park, he established a kennel to 
provide sled dogs for patrolling the park’s vast backcountry, so when 
a group of filmmakers went seeking a stuntman who could handle a 
dog team in a high-speed chase scene, Harry Karstens' well-known 
reputation made him an easy choice.

In the early 1920's there were many popular silent movies about 
Alaska and the north country, such as Rex Beach's 1918 'Laughing Bill 
Hyde,' with Will Rogers; the 1920 film 'Nomads of the North;' the 1922 

The Chechahcos
Hollywood comes to Alaska
by Helen Hegener
images from The Chechahcos collection, 1923-1924, 
Anchorage Museum, except as noted 

The Cheechakos Collection, UAF-1992-139-11, Archives, University of Alaska Fairbanks
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film 'Nanook of the North;' and in 1923 'The 
Grub-Stake,' 'The Frozen North' with Buster 
Keaton, and Jack London's classic 'The 
Call of the Wild.' But these films inevitably 
relied on locations far from Alaska's majestic 
landscapes, utilizing scenic sites in other 
places that their producers hoped would 
compare favorably with Alaska's grandeur. 

In 1922, a group of Anchorage residents 
decided to go into the film-making business 
and bring real Alaska to the big screen with 
a silent film about the gold rush days in the 
Klondike. Financed by Alaskan businessman 
and millionaire Captain Austin E. "Cap" 
Lathrop, a one-time prospector who owned 
a chain of movie theaters in several Alaskan 
towns, the group formed a production 
company: the Alaska Moving Picture 
Corporation. With no prior experience in the 
field of film-making, the group sold stock at 
$10.00 per share and raised $75,000. They 

lured four Hollywood silent movie stars, 
along with a crew of about 30 professionals 
with six movie cameras, from California, 
Oregon, and New York. The film, originally 
titled 'The Great White Silence,' would be 
written and directed by Portland, Oregon-
based writer and director Lewis H. Moomaw.

The plot was standard fare for the day, 
and included heroes and villains, a damsel 
in distress, a cherubic child, and plenty of 
exciting action. After a disastrous fire aboard 
a northbound steamship separated a mother 
and her young daughter, the child was taken 
in by two good-hearted prospectors bound 
for the Klondike, while the mother falls prey 
to the film's version of Snidely Whiplash, 
complete with cowering henchmen in his 
employ. Through a series of mishaps and 
deliberate mis-leadings by the villain, the 
mother and child travel parallel trails to 
what passes for the Klondike gold diggings, 
but is in reality Maurice Morino's Mount 
McKinley Park Hotel, which was located 
near the present-day park entrance. The 
action includes the ship's sinking, boating 

down raging rivers, a fire in the gold camp, 
traipsing across dangerously calving glaciers, 
and the aforementioned high-speed sled dog 
chase. 

After building a 7,000-square-foot 
studio in downtown Anchorage (site of 
today's Snow Goose Restaurant), the cast 
and production crew of the Alaska Moving 
Picture Corporation traveled by private 
cars on the newly constructed Alaska 
Railroad to the recently established Mount 
McKinley National Park, where they met Park 
Superintendent and musher Harry Karstens. 
He agreed that an all-Alaskan film would 
be good exposure for Alaska and the new 
national park, but he voiced concern that 
the production would not just be a “cheap 
melodrama.” 

With reassurance that a quality movie 
was indeed the goal, Karstens and the film 
crews set about filming several dramatic 
winter scenes with dog teams. Among the 
most historically valuable is an arrival at the 
picturesque Mount McKinley Park Hotel, 
an unusually-constructed log building, 
originally a roadhouse, which opened on 
Thanksgiving Day, 1921. In July, 1923, only 
a few weeks after filming ended there, the 
hotel would see a visit from President Warren 
Harding and a 65-person Congressional 
delegation. Sadly, the historic building would 
be lost to fire in May of 1950.

A thrilling highlight of the film is the racing 
dog teams, where “two actors from the all-
star cast will battle with one another, in one 
of the most startling episodes of the master 

production, featuring a grueling dog team 
race, extending over many miles.”

In his book 'McKinley Station' (Pictorial 
Histories Publishing Co., 2009), Tom Walker 
describes Karstens' role in the film: "For this 
segment of the film, two legendary mushers, 
Frank Tondro, the famed 'Malemute Kid,' 
and Harry Karstens, the equally famous 
"Seventymile Kid,' doubled for the actors 
mushing their teams across the frozen terrain. 
Tondro, famous for his fur attire, mushed his 
dogs both at McKinley Station and through 
Broad Pass for pay. Karstens loaned eleven 
dogs, two sleds, and four days of his time, as 
public relations for the park."

A mock-up of a gold rush town was built in 
the vicinity of Seventh Avenue and L Street 
in Anchorage, and then, with a city fire truck 
standing by, was set ablaze for a climactic 
scene of the film. To show the drama of the 
1898 Klondike gold rush, the production 
company traveled to Girdwood, where they 
recreated the historic jumping-off town of 
Skagway. The April 4, 1923 edition of the 
Anchorage Daily Times reported: “The 
struggles of former years will once again 
be fought by real veterans of the early days, 
many of them still retaining and wearing the 
identical garments and packs, such as jackets, 
parkas, fur hats and pack boards used by their 
owners during the stampede days over the 
great Chilkoot Pass. Tandem dog teams will 
once again hit the trail with the Yukon sled 
in prominence. The vast illumination will 
portray sled loads of supplies of flour, bacon, 
salt, beans, sugar, coffee, tobacco and other 

Stock certificate for Alaska Moving Pictures Corpo-
ration.
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bare necessities used by the prospectors.”
Two weeks later, on April 17, 1923, the 

Anchorage Daily Times grandly announced, 
“All Aboard for Mile 52, the scene of the 
million-dollar picture which is destined to 
make Alaska famous… Advices from Mile 
52 report some splendid pictures have been 

taken, but the big thing comes 
when the 250 Anchorage 
people arrive on the scene to 
take part in the mad gold rush 
of '98. Captain A.E. Lathrop, 
in charge of local affairs, 
invites the public to take part 
in the scene that so aptly 
shows Alaska during the olden, 
golden days. This is a free-for-
all, and everybody is welcome. 
Hot coffee will be served on 
the trail, but guests are asked 
to take their own lunches.”

And so a train car full of 
extras was commissioned in 
Anchorage and taken to mile 
52 on the Alaska Railroad, 
where the Bartlett Glacier 
stood in for the infamous 
Chilkoot Pass. The crowd 
donned their packs and walked 

in front of two airplane propellers to portray 
the men who had struggled over the pass en 
route to the Klondike only 25 years before. 
Footage was also shot on the Childs Glacier, 
north of Cordova on the Copper River. 

After five months of filming the reels were 
sent for editing into an 86-minute movie. 
The beautiful inter-title cards for the film 

were done by 
Alaska's most 
prominent artist, 
then 58-year-old 
Sydney Laurence, 
whose painting 
of Denali from 
the hills above 
the rapids of the 
Tokositna River 
had already 
become his 
trademark.

The filmmakers 
held closed 
screenings in 
Los Angeles and 
Portland (Director 
Moomaw's home 
town), and finally 

'The Chechahcos' 

triumphantly returned to Alaska and opened 
to the public at Anchorage's Empress Theater, 
owned by Capt. Lathrop, on Dec. 12, 1923. The 
film then traveled to Fairbanks and played to 
packed houses all over the territory, heralded 
as “the best Alaska picture ever filmed.”

Similar rave reviews greeted the film's gala 
debut for several hundred national critics 
at New York's Ritz-Carlton Hotel on May 1, 
1924. When the film showed in Washington, 
D.C. the audience included President Calvin 
Coolidge and Secretary of Commerce Herbert 
Hoover. The film crossed the oceans, playing 
to crowds in many far-off lands who were 
undoubtedly impressed with the magnificence 
of the Last Frontier, but ultimately the film 
was not a commercial success; with the new 
talkies seizing the interest of moviegoers, 
silent films inevitably lost popularity and fell 
by the wayside.

Few people, even in Alaska, were aware of 
the old classic until 2000, when the film was 
restored at the University of Alaska Fairbanks 
and released on DVD. In 2003 the Library 
of Congress deemed the film "culturally, 
historically, or aesthetically significant," 
and it was selected for preservation in the 
National Film Registry, becoming one of 
the 50 films in the 4-disk boxed DVD set 

The cast and crew gathered at the railroad depot at McKinley Station, April, 1923. 
Harry Karstens (light shirt) with the Park dog team on the right, Frank Tondro with 
the team in the center.

Filiming the Chilkoot Pass scene at 
Bartlett Glacier outside of Anchor-
age, AK. Photo from The Cheecha-
kos Collection, UAF-1992-139-37, 
Archives, University of Alaska 
Fairbanks

Chechahcos continued from previous page
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It Takes a Great Team 
to Win These Races:

2006 Iditarod • WIN
2006 Kusko 300 • WIN
2005 Kobuk 440 • WIN
2006 Diavik 150 • WIN

2005 Wyoming Stage Stop • WIN
2006 Limited North American • WIN

2006 Black Gold Run • WIN
and more...

Caribou Creek Gold...
At every distance, during all life  

stages, nutritionally  
supporting great dogs.

Watch the full 
version of 

The Chechahcos 
on YouTube



www.youtube.com/
watch?v=cxf8c3M0bFg

called "Treasures from American Film 
Archives (2000)", compiled by the National 
Film Preservation Foundation. The film is 
available on YouTube. 

Helen Hegener has authored a dozen 
books about Alaska's history, including 
Alaskan Roadhouses, The First Iditarod, 
and Alaskan Sled Dog Tales. She is 
currently doing research for a book about 
The Chechahcos.

The Chechahcos (1924)
Production Company: Alaska Moving 
Picture Corp. Producer: Capt. Austin 
E. Lathrop.  Director/Writer: Lewis S. 
Moomaw. Title text: Harvey Gates. Title art: 
Sydney Laurence. Photographers: Herbert 
H. Brownell and Raymond Johnson. Cast: 
William Dills ("Horseshoe" Riley), Albert 
Van Antwerp (Bob Dexter), Eva Gordon 

(Mrs. [Margaret] Stanlaw), Alexis B. Luce 
(Richard Steele), Gladys Johnson (Ruth 
Stanlaw), Baby Margie (Ruth as a child), 
Guerney Hays (Pierre). 
Running Time: 8 reels, 86 minutes.

doing a speed run, I would set up the team to 
avoid corrections. 

One of the goals is to rotate the dogs through 
every position, so dogs learn the positions and 
so I can learn who is best in lead, point, or who’s 
best next to each other, or who’s best on what 
side of the towline. When you are running a 
race like Stage Stop with a 16 dog pool, running 
12 per day, you need to know all your options. 
Switching up one dog in a ten dog team, that 
could end up reconfiguring most of your team. 
If you move them around constantly, especially 
with younger dogs, you are going to need to do 
a lot of training to teach them what to do and at 
the same time, you are learning what you have 
and options by the time you get to a race.

JW: Well those are the questions I 
have, but lastly, after traveling 

coast-to-coast in North America, which race 
is your favorite?

DT: I have two answers. My two all-
time favorites that I am capable of 

winning or have won and I love the format and 
race are Beargrease and Yellowknife. It has 
to do with people, the type of race, the race 
course, and they are races I have done well at.

The three races that are the overall best, 
and I have been to over 40 different events 
in North America are Rondy, La Pas, and 
Bristol - I haven’t been to ONAC yet. With 
those races, they have everything across the 
board: competition, organization, professional 
respect for mushers, good purse, trail is 
exceptional, race fans, everything you would 
hope from a premier mushing event. Those 
races, as long as you show up with a team that 
is competent, even if you are not competitive, 
those races are going to treat you well, even 
if you are not a top competitor. Anybody that 
can run 26 miles and have a well behaved team 
should have Rondy on their list and go try it. 
Anybody that can go 35 miles and run one of 
the best mass start races in North America, 
should go run La Pas. Nobody has an excuse to 
not go run Bristol because we are all capable of 
training our dogs to run 3 or 4 miles. That race 
is incredibly fun. 

That is my long answer to a short question.

JW: Well that wraps up the interview, 
thanks!

DT:  You’re welcome.•

[Meet Dave Turner's team on page 44 - 
they're featured in "SuperDogs".]

Dave Turner interview continued from page 33
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Place Musher Dogs

1 Ryan Redington 8

2 Rick Casillo 13

3 Sebastien Vergnaud 13

4 Justin Savidis 12

5 Jodi Bailey 13

6 Charley Bejna 8

7 Joar Leifseth Ulsom 9

8 Mari Troyshenski 12

9 Karin Hendrickson 13

10 Sarah Stokey 11

11 Jim Lanier 14

12 Mille Porsild 9

13 Justin Stielstra 13

14 Becca Moore 10

15 Wyatt Suchecki 14

16 Kristy Berington 12

17 Andy Pohl 12

18 Margaret Maixner 9

19 Otto Balogh 11

20 Roger Lee 12

21 Thomas Rosenbloom 12

22 Michael Baker 14

23 James Volek 14

24 Matthew Failor 13

25 Tracey Schaeffer 10

26 Elliot Anderson 13

27 Misha Wijles 9

28 Joe Carson 11

29 Meredith Mapes 12

30 Tom Schonberger 9

Northern lights 300 - Big Lake, AK

IN INNOVATIVE

www.howlingdogalaska.com 
Tel. 913-912-DOGS (3647) 

INNOVAVAVAA

LEADER 
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New Howling Dog Advert.pdf   1 3/28/16   6:31 PM

Fifth place finisher, Jodi Bailey, runs in the Northern Lights 300. Photo by Albert Marquez/Planet 
Earth Adventures
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Jamie Van De Walle's team of Siberians competes in the 6-dog class at Merrill Winterfest (results on page 43). Photo by Steven Szabo
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2016 Copper Dog 150 Results

Place Musher Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Final

1 Dennis LaBoda 3:57:05 2:52:54 3:29:58 10:19:57

2 Martha Schouweiler 4:04:04 2:49:30 3:42:34 10:36:08

3 Frank Moe 4:03:10 3:00:45 3:36:48 10:40:43

4 Jake Golton 4:10:22 2:59:54 3:30:51 10:41:07

5 Frank Holmberg 4:10:36 3:01:47 3:51:23 11:03:46

6 Rita Wehseler 4:08:02 3:04:10 3:56:33 11:08:45

7 Joanna Oberg 4:10:44 3:01:32 4:05:00 11:17:16

8 Eli Golton 4:24:55 3:10:02 3:42:45 11:18:42

9 Larry Fortier 4:18:38 3:02:39 4:04:44 11:26:01

10 Thad McCraken 4:36:29 3:13:03 3:51:47 11:41:19

11 Keith Aili 4:07:56 3:25:07 4:14:31 11:47:34

12 Tom Bauer 4:41:04 3:19:11 4:04:26 12:04:41

13 Jerry Papke 4:23:21 3:09:51 4:34:44 12:07:56

14 Chad Grentz 4:47:31 3:21:16 4:04:55 12:13:42

15 Michael Bestgen 4:32:48 3:13:55 4:28:01 12:14:44

16 Amber Evans 4:57:15 3:28:44 4:15:12 12:41:11

17 Becky Bean 4:50:40 3:47:31 4:39:26 13:17:37

18 Dave Mills 5:03:44 3:47:12 4:44:19 13:35:15

19 Blair Braverman 5:05:22 4:18:03 4:38:07 14:01:32

20 Tim Chisholm 6:13:13 4:42:19 5:27:46 16:23:18

Dennis LaBoda, Copper Dog 150 champion. Photo by Steven Szabo

KEarney, ONTARIO 
The Kearney Ontario Dog Sled Race was 

a great event with one of the largest forces 
of volunteers of any race. Using about 50 
kilometers of trails maintained, made safe, 
and monitored by the Highland Rovers 
snowmobile club, the race had a lot of success 
this year.

This year's race was unique due to the 
coldest temperatures on record for that 
weekend in over 75 years. Saturday sustained 
-35°C throughout the day and Sunday 
morning lowered further to -42°C. Multiple 
drivers and handlers had dead truck batteries, 
frozen food, and dog box doors. The dogs 
didn’t seem to mind the low temperatures, 
with most lounging in the sun and snow. 

The race had a little extra attention from 
media this year, in an effort to help bring more 
positive publicity to sprint racing, and dog 
sledding in general. Andrew Younghusband, 
star of “Canada’s Worst Driver” on the 
Discovery Channel, came and drove a 4-dog 
team in the 4-dog/4-mile class and skijored 
to film footage for his new upcoming show 
“How Hard Can it Be”. Needless to say, it was 
harder than Andrew expected, especially 
with the crashes and accidental breeding that 
happened in his team along the way! The show 
is set to air later this year and will feature a 
few very talented, successful mushers within 
our community.

race report from Kaitlynn Tidwell

Luke Siertsema, Kearney 4-dog champion. 
Photo by Kaitlynn Tidwell

Copper Dog 150 - Calumet, Michigan 
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Kalkaska Winterfest 4-dog, 4.8 miles both days

Place Driver Day 1 Day 2 Total

1 Savannah Schallock 0:20:04 0:18:29 0:38:34

2 Jan Bootz-Dittmar 0:20:26 0:18:41 0:39:07

3 Beth Castaldi 0:20:08 0:19:14 0:39:21

4 Jay Olmstead 0:20:25 0:19:49 0:40:14

5 Karen Riley 0:21:32 0:20:49 0:42:21

6 Rachael Bryar Colbath 0:20:53 0:21:48 0:42:41

7 Drake Collins 0:22:11 0:21:57 0:44:08

8 Christopher Speers 0:23:09 0:21:02 0:44:11

9 Abigaile Fox 0:23:03 0:21:38 0:44:42

10 Michaela Marquardt 0:22:50 0:22:59 0:45:49

11 Hannah Marsch 0:20:33 0:25:23 0:45:55

12 Annie Hammond 0:25:27 0:25:37 0:51:04

13 Ryan Behm 0:25:47 0:25:43 0:51:29

14 Brittany Behm 0:26:50 0:27:12 0:54:02

15 Ronald McCarty Jr 0:23:05 0:38:34 1:01:39

16 Kerry Mosko 0:31:08 0:35:11 1:06:18

17 Savannah MacDonald 0:29:44 0:38:27 1:08:12

18 Paddi Thornburg 0:56:32 0:52:53 1:49:25
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Yukon Quest 300 
Fairbanks, AK

Place Musher

1 Jessie Holmes

2 Aliy Zirkle

3 Joanna Jagow

4 Ryne Olson

5 Josh Skerritt

6 Shaynee Traska

7 Melissa Stewart

8 Benjamin Good

9 Olaf Thurau

10 Maliko Ubl

11 Otto Balogh

12 Dr. Joe Carson

13 Tim Muto

14 John Dixon

15 Mary Helwig

16 Chase Tingle

Jessie Holmes, YQ300 champion, leaves the race start in Fairbanks, AK. 
Photo by Rose Hewitt
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Quality Sled Dog Equipment 
Made in the U.S.A. by Mushers for Sled Dogs!

866-DOG-BOOT

Jay Olmstead races in the 4-dog class at Kalkaska Winterfest in Kalkaska, 
Michigan. Photo by Steven Szabo.
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Merrill Winterfest - Merrill, Wisconsin - 6-dog Results

Place Musher Day 1 Day 2 Total Time

1 Mike Marsch 00:17:42.73 00:17:20.73 00:35:03.46

2 Rachel Colbath 00:18:31.57 00:18:02.43 00:36:34.00

3 Ken Castaldi 00:18:54.29 00:18:19.50 00:37:13.79

4 Matt Johnson 00:19:20.04 00:18:01.36 00:37:21.40

5 DeDe Wilcenski 00:19:00.29 00:18:33.42 00:37:33.71

6 Joey Carey 00:19:09.27 00:18:35.19 00:37:44.46

7 Ken Davis 00:19:34.49 00:18:29.11 00:38:03.60

8 Michaela Marquardt 00:19:38.16 00:19:11.45 00:38:49.61

9 Kim Scharmer-Ruhl 00:19:53.76 00:19:07.32 00:39:01.08

10 Jeff Siegel 00:20:56.52 00:20:21.21 00:41:17.73

11 Stu Stirrett 00:21:53.32 00:20:59.93 00:42:53.25

12 Savannah Schallock 00:21:59.50 00:21:20.56 00:43:20.06

13 Denny Hitchcock 00:25:34.51 00:21:45.23 00:47:19.74

14 Tim Carey 00:25:24.26 00:22:37.33 00:48:01.59

15 Jaymie Bzdok 00:24:38.90 00:23:38.52 00:48:17.42

16 Amelia Gagliano 00:25:33.16 00:24:40.48 00:50:13.64

17 Jamie Van de Walle 00:25:55.88 00:25:15.66 00:51:11.54
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Jessie Royer at a practically snow-less start of the Race to the Sky in Mon-
tana. Royer won the 300 mile race. Photo by Trevor Warren.

Race to the Sky 100

Place Musher

1 Jenny Greger

2 Laura 
Daugereau

3 Laurie Warren

4 Rick Larsen

5 Roy Etnire

6 John LaGow

7 Carl Knudsen

8 Miriam Lindstahl

9 Steve Riggs

Race to the Sky 300

Place Musher

1 Jessie Royer

2 Brett Bruggeman

3 Doog White

4 Mark Stamm

5 Josi Thyr

6 Jennifer Campeau

7 Bryce Mumford
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son and James bays.  During the late 19th 
and early 20th centuries, successive pieces 
of the “Northwest Territories” were calved 
off to expand existing provinces or to create 
new territories.    British Columbia became 
a province of Canada in 1871 but prior to 
this, in 1858, it had become a British Colo-
ny known as the Colony of British Columbia.  
With the creation of new countries, colonies, 
provinces and territories came government 
responsibility for the delivery of essential ser-
vices.  Prime among these was the establish-
ment of postal services.

Using British Columbia as an example, 
the early delivery of mail was through the 
fur trading companies (after 1821, only 
the Hudson’s Bay Company remained), the 
church and private entrepreneurs.  With 
the establishment of the Colony of British 
Columbia, post offi ces were established in 
various settlements and contracts were let 
for the delivery of mail  by private contrac-
tors by the Colonial government.  In reality, 
it was a continuation of what had been in 
place before colonialization.  When British 
Columbia became a province in 1871, the 
federal government assumed responsibility 
for mail delivery, but they essentially built on 
the already-established network of post of-
fi ces and private contractors.  Among these 
contractors were a certain number of dog 
mushers who would either contract directly 
with the government or would sub-contract 

with one of the transportation companies to 
deliver the winter mail.  This was particularly 
true along the route of the Yukon Telegraph 
line which ran north to Atlin and eventually 
to Dawson City. 

During the various gold rushes, when there 
were massive infl uxes of “foreign” gold crazy 
stampeders, governments were desperate to 
establish jurisdiction over their territory.  This 
was true of the Fraser River and Cariboo 
Gold Rushes in the Colony of British Colum-
bia and the Klondike Gold Rush in both the 
Yukon and Alaska Territories.  A fascinating 
look at the evolution of the delivery of the 
winter mail took place during the Klondike 
Gold Rush, going back as far as 1893.  In 
the Klondike, both the fl edgling Canadian 
government as well as the U.S. government 
staked out their respective jurisdictions by 
ensuring that post offi ces were established 
in their respective territories at key boundary 
and transportation crossroads.  The Canadi-
an government also ensured that the North-
west Mounted Police as well as a group sol-
diers  known as the Yukon Field Force were 
present to protect sovereignty, to collect du-
ties and as it turned out, to sort and deliver 
the mail.  It seemed like in the early days, 
any federal government employee qualifi ed 
to become a postmaster.

These early days of mail delivery in the 
Kondike were chaotic and remarkable at 
the same time.  Huge volumes of mail were 

transported by dog team along the full 
length of the Klondike Trail from Lake Ben-
net to Dawson City.  Hundreds of pounds 
of letter mail consisting of thousands of let-
ters made their way up and down the Yukon 
River in a dog sled.  Only fi rst class mail 
was hauled by dog team, there was no room 
for junk mail, that could wait for the summer 
when the sternwheelers were in operation.   
There was signifi cant co-operation and co-
ordination between the Canadian and the 
U.S. postal services, and in the early days, 
the private freighters as well.

 In 2011, Canada Post is paying tribute 
to this wonderful rich history with the pro-
duction of a special stamp to be released 
on May 13th, honouring the heritage associ-
ated with the delivery of mail by dog team 
in Canada.  These stamps as well as  fi rst 
day covers can be ordered from both inside 
and outside of Canada.   When the stamp 
is issued on May 13, 2011, it will be pos-
sible to purchase by visiting the Canada Post 
website at: www.canadapost.ca/collecting 
(English) or www.postescanada.ca/collec-
tion (French). Information will be posted on 
the website about purchasing on-line or via 
phone.  In Canada interested persons may 
go to their local post offi ce. It might not be 
a bad idea to go early and ask the local 
offi cials to order as many of the stamps and 
fi rst day covers as you will need. • 
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Customer Appreciation Spring Fling 
Sale going on now!  

Take 20% off most of our items!
* Does not include sled repair, sleds, dog food and dogs.

Spectra Rope (3/8” & 1/4”) now available for ganglines by the foot or spool.
Fully padded collars, Reflective cord for tail loops, Harnesses (including closed
cell foam in X-back or H-backs), Collars, Leashes, Dog Packs by “Wolf Packs”,
Dog Coats, Dog Bags, Sled Bags, Lines, Skijoring Equip., Booties, Hardware,

including Italian and Swedish snaps and Engerts Latches, Poly Rope, Runner
Plastic, Roller Blading & Hiking Equip., Snowhooks, Cable Ganglines &

Stakeouts, Arctic Headlamps, S-Hook Chain tools, 
Arctic Star, Chatmac and Bogeyman Sleds

Free Catalog Available
or view online at www.nooksackracing.com

NOOKSACK RACING SUPPLY
202 Mechanic Falls Road - Oxford, ME 04270

Tel: (207) 539-4324  Fax: (207) 539-9681
Email: info@nooksackracing.com

Web Site: nooksackracing.com
NooksackRacing Team would like to thank Bushmaster Firearms, Maine
Thread, Lewiston Rubber Supply, Chatmac Sled Dog Supply,  and all our cus-
tomers - old and new, for their continued suport as we go into the 2005 racing
season.  We invite you to join us at the Down East Sled Dog races in Maine.
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2009 (Swingley) - Slider x Arrow
One of my main leaders and best ever dogs. He will 
finish the season with 50 consecutive race entries 
with my team. Geisel throws himself forward, 
occasionally looking back to see if the rest of the 
team is keeping up with him. Littermate to Lorax.

GeiSEL
{55 lbs}

♂

main leader

superdogsdave turner

2009 (Swingley) - Slider x Arrow
One of my main leaders and best ever dogs. 
He’s one of the fastest dogs in my team and 
transitions to a lope around 15 mph. Lorax and 
his littermate Geisel are a great combination of 
two of my all-time favorite Swingley dogs.

Lorax
{55 lbs}

♂

main leader
2011 (Rivest) - Harley x Mandy
I got Delphi from Marco and Anny to run in my 
team and for breeding. She runs everywhere 
in the team, including race lead. On the line 
at the start she is usually quiet and stands still. 
On the run she drives and looks like one of the 
happiest dogs in the team.

Delphi
{48 lbs}

♀

Race leader

     44 january/february    2016

descriptions by Dave Turner
photos by Teresa Roberts

Dave Turner has raced in over 40 North 
American events, from coast-to-coast, over 
his 10 years running dogs. His small kennel of 
12 race-age dogs competes against some of 
the best open class, mid-distance, and stage 
racing kennels in nearly all venues and formats 
in our sport. After Wyoming Stage Stop added 
an 8-dog class for smaller kennels, it is no 
surprise to see Dave on top of the standings.

exclusive 
interview 
on page 30!

Pedigree 8-Dog 
Classic Champions 

(see page 24 for race wrap-up)
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2011 (Turner) - Slider x Houlihan
Eva started on top in my team as a yearling 
and is probably the MVP of the team in her 
4th season racing. She runs everywhere in 
the team, except in lead for races. She can 
usually run faster than we’re running so she 
can be a handful if you don’t put her next to the 
right dog. Eva had her first litter last summer. 
Littermate to Mila.

EVa
{52 lbs}

♀

2011 (Turner) - Slider x Houlihan
Mila is a race leader and runs everywhere in 
the team. She likes to hunt in the back yard 
and dig lots of holes!

MILA
{50 lbs}

♀

Race leader

2012 (Turner/Thurston) - Slider x Houlihan
Haley is a fun sweet little dog. She runs 
everywhere in the team, including leading in 
races. She gets excited and plays in lead, so 
needs a partner that’s all business. She was a 
little flighty as a yearling, but really poured it 
on as a two-year-old and has been a core racing 
dog since.

Haley
{42 lbs}

♀
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2011 (Rivest) - RÉ x Fly
Shiitake is little troublemaker and really 
motivated on the line. He’s best in wheel, 
but runs everywhere. Shiitake has led in 
races, including Wyoming. 

Shiitake
{50 lbs}

♂

2013  (Cook) - Cain x Eden 2013
Scooter is the biggest dog on the team and 
has a really nice smooth gait. He raced on 
Ray Cook’s team last year as a yearling. He 
loves to pull hard and run fast through any 
conditions. He hates being on a leash, but 
loves to run around loose with the rest of the 
team.

Scooter
{60 lbs}

♂

2012 (Rivest) - RÉ x Zelda
His 2nd year on the team, Sasquatch has 
been a superstar since his first run in the 
team. He has run every stage of every race 
we’ve entered. 

sasquatch
{50 lbs}

♂
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2010  (Cook) - Gyro x Taco 2010
Viper is a World Champion A-team racing 
dog from Kevin and Ray Cook. He’s all 
business and prefers to hang out with his 
canine teammates than with people. Viper is 
a fast dog and big contributor to the team, 
especially on the trail to the finish.

VIPER
{55 lbs}

♂

2014 (Turner) - Geisel x Delphi
Pluto is the big personality in the team. 
He’s super social and loves attention. He 
has a really nice gait and loves to run fast. 
Littermate to Ocean. 

PLUTO
{55 lbs}

♂

2014 (Turner) - Geisel x Delphi
Ocean is a crazy fun personality. She loves 
running loose and swimming at home. 
She’s a natural leader and just drives past 
other dogs through mass starts and head 
on passes. Taking the front spot on at least 
one run in every major race and led all three 
days at The Pas. Littermate to Pluto. 

OCEAN
{50 lbs}

♀

Race leader
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